«mentmg disen«, the R&
romk clos* observation We 5
o, that d>ey have, to a verv^
felled to produce that desirabi*”1
^ynnot be attributed tofe?
s said to cure this troubl«„
»■*« recommended^

disease with which
»»eked, and in their prep," *
. 18 kept in view, viz.P,'
me a cure for all diseased? ’"I
e Vegetable Rheumatic D,„
10 the public as a remedy forg
rnd as „0 case is known ,
me was not effected, we
»ring it a valuable medici„'?
I disease, and for no other is it ,'
id.—Price 50 cents.
®

CERTIFICATES,
ssrs. Crosby s Co.:
Au apprentice of mjjAi
the fiTy m<""l,S 8“ mwh *
lhe Rheumatism in one of h?
■e unfit Im labor; and after |,i
any popular medicines, lanJJ
ible Rheumatic Drops, £L
time effected a perfect
’w been ",ole than six »«„J
nelv,»ll»«k ofthediJ
. the boy has been frequently;
damps and rains.
}!
ROBERT CUTLEt
unibus, O., JOth Nov., 1832,
«hereby certify, that I Wilsa
e Chronic Rheumatism foraboutj
•rs, so that I was unable to aw
smess one third of the time. k
tned every thing I cod'd flearo(j
commended to cure the compl»
md no relief, and in fact 1 had*
•edI of finding any. In the fall ofy
it Columbus, at which time hB
get on to my horse without help,
of mine advised me to pulc|R
of Messrs. O.&S. Crosby &G
b e Rheumatic Drops, whichli
phed as directed, and found«
ief, and 1 am perfectly cured-i
w been more than six months»
lever had a return of the pain.
in the winter of 1832—3, L
a drove of cattle and hogs,audit
cross the Alleghany mountain
dpbia market, and was exp
i the tour to cold and rain, h
lly recommend it to all wheat
with the Rheumatism.
WM. COCHfU!
on county, O. August 1, 1832,
I wholesale and retail by JO
E, Kennebunk; Nathan Ka
’ Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. N,\
''ide, Faneuil Hall • Rogers,ii
and 79, Commercial Street
& Brothers, No. 90 and 92,1
St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No,
W, Boston.
~~A~REMEDY FOR
£ excrutiating pain—the decrepift
and deformity, and the premal
which are the usual attendants
order, are suffered by many fa
of a cure, or disappointment ini
of the numerous pretended antidd
effect this purpose. But thoseil
ide a fair trial of
BB’S CELEBRATED LINIME8I
cases of long standing, and oil
¿ere character, have received cert
nd many have been cured in all
ime in 24 hours ! as a number
in Boston and vicinity, who«
afflicted with the Rheutnalis
y fully testified. Certificalesare
fission of the proprietor, proving
lorough and surprising cures i
>f this powerful Liniment,\n»
ither approved applications bad*
lied. The Liniment is also os«
cess for bruises, sprains, numb«
of the joints, chilblains, &c.
50 cents a bottle.

DUN FRIES’

pElTE WAM8i
sore or inflamed Eyes, g'ws«
mediate ease and relief. On recd
?s, the effect is most salutary/
the complaint has been of ye»
, and in some exceeding bad c<®
unexpected and desirable relied1
nd in the use of this Eye Wat#
?ry other remedy had failed.
ms who have used it, pronounce
preparation for these compB
ire ever met with, especially in®
oreness or inflammation ofM
Price 25 cents a bottle.
one are genuine unless signfy
le printed wrapper by the solefi*
l\ Kidder, immediate «tec«#
e Dr. W. T. Conway. Forsale
unting Room, over No.99>
?ar Concert Hall, Boston, and
>ecial appointment, by
TV LILLIE, Kennebunk.
UEL POPE, Kennebunk-pori.
1TTLEF1ELD, Wells.___

SEPH CURTI^
just received and offers forsae ,'
3 store formerly occupied nJ1
onds,) a good assortment of

HOODS, GROCER®
►CJVEjKK «XdTSSi

IAR» WARE;

Swedes, English & Sheet IK
»pike Rods ;
ate ; Hoop Iron ;
'ub and Cast STEEL ;
&c. &c. &c.
I
L,so,—A good assortment of

Is, Oils & Ilye StMli«’
Domer,) April 25,1885»
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MISCELLANEOUS
Religion.—Take away religion and you
take away the foundation of much that is no
ble and exalted in man.* He who possesses
it, looks upon the world with an increase of
admiration—he feels himself glowing with a
renovated love to his fellow creatures, and.
at once acknowledges the invisible and all
pervading Power. Religion throws a bril
liancy upon the morning of life ; it embel
lishes the gay and fanciful dreams of childliood ; it tails like a refreshing dew upon
the hearts of the young and innocent, sof
tening the feelings and affections.

Anecdote.—A young person once men
tioned to Dr. Franklin his surprise, that the
possession of great riches should ever be at
tended with undue solicitude—and instan
ced a merchant, who although in the pos
session of unbounded wealth, was as busy,
and much more anxious than the most as
siduous clerk in his counting house. The
Doctor in reply, took an apple from lhe
fruit basket, and presented it to a child in
the room, who could scarcely grasp it in his
hand. And then gave it a second, which
filled the other hand ; and choosing a third,
remarkable for its size and beauty, he pre
sented that also. The child, after many in
effectual attempts to hold the three apples,
■dropt the last on the carpet and burst into
tears. * See there,’ said the Philosopher, {is
a little man with more riches in the world
than he can enjoy.’
N\.Gutzlaflf, who resided long and travel
led far in China, thus speaks of lhe popula
tion in that country :
“ Whilst giving the enormous sum of
369 millions as the actual number of the in
habitants in China, the author is fully per
suaded that the last imperial census is as
near lhe truth as can be ascertained. Those
parts of the empire which he has visited are
extremely populous.
He has taken the
trouble of examining some parts of the cen
sus and numbering the houses of small dis
tricts and has invariably found that the pop
ulation was underrated. The Chinese are
naturally a very prolific people ; few indi
viduals only live a single life ; early marria
ges which seldom prove barren, are general
throughout the empire.
Government has
always encouraged the matrimonial estate,
and their ancient institutions devote a child
less man to contempt. As the wants of the
•common people are so very few, and their
’habitual industry renders every barren spot
tributary to them, we may easily conceive
that so large a population can find the
means of subsistence.”

A writer in the New York American,
suggests as one of the causes of the present
state of prosperity of the country,the general
disuse of intoxicating liquors. There is
truth in the suggestion, and it affords one of
the strongest arguments for the prevalence
of temperate habits ¡n a community.
Respect.—It is not difficult to attract re
spect on great occasions, when we are kept
in order by knowing that the public eye is
fixed upon us ; but to labor to maintain it, in
lhe recesses of domestic privacy, requires
more watchfulness, and is no less the duty,
than it will be the habitual practice of the
consistent Christian.
All Plants, whether in the garden, or
fforestjifin rows, should be placed in the
^direction of north and south, in order to ad•mit lhe sun’s rays every day equally to both
-sides of the row.
Cholera.—The cholera has again made
Kits appearance at New-Orleans. The Bee
of the9tb ult. states that from 140 to 150
^deaths took place within the previous ten
days. Most of lhe cases occurred, it appears,
among persons arriving on board steam or
flat boats, where they had become careless
or intemperate. The opinion of thè editor df
the Bee is, that those who are temperate in
their drinks, and regular and careful in their
habits, need apprehend nothing from the
cholera. This is undoubtedly the case, for
notwithstanding many lamentable excep
tions, the disease, in its ravages in this coun
try, has been confined to persons of careless
and intemperate habits. Rum, in fine, is
hand and glove with most diseases, and
never fa ils to lake advantage of the cholera,
the plague, or any other pestilence, to seal
the fate of many of its victims.
Salem Landmark.

SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 1835.
The sentiment appears to be becoming
universal, that the vast importation of for
eign paupers into this country, must be stop
ped by some means. Our prisons and alms
houses are filled with them, and ninetynine out of every hundred of the beggars to
be met in our streets and highways, are of
lhe same description of persons.
What renders the nuisance the more an
noying, is the fact that it is inflicted upon us
of set purpose and systematically, by the
British government. Myriads of vagabonds
are disgorged upon our shores, at the ex
pense of the parishes in England, which
thus relieve themselves, by paying a small
sum outright, from the burden of maintain
ing their paupers.
This intolerable imposition might be
checked, and perhaps altogether prevented,
without much incorrvenience to any emi
grant whom it would be desirable to receive
in this country. Congress might pass laws,
forbidding any passenger to be landed, with
out a certificate from an American consul,
(or other person commissioned lor that pur
pose,) that the emigrant has produced testi
mony of his good standing at home, satisfac
tory to the officer granting the same. Every
captain should be heavily fined for each
person introduced into the country without
such certificate ; and every emigrant should
be subjected to imprisonment for the offence
of coming without a certificate. Such reg
ulations would be very slightly inconvenient
to persons of good character, while they
would effectually exclude the ship-loads of
paupers which the British government is
pouring in upon ns.—Salem Gazette.
Boston Dispensary.—In answer to some
queries, which we lately addressed to lhe
Secretary of the Institution, respecting the
proportion of foreigners, who have obtained
assistance during the past year from that In
stitution, we have received the following let
ter, which we take the liberty to publish :—
To the Editor of the Mercantile Journal.
Sir,—In compliance with your request, I
send the following statement. The whole
number of patients under the care of the
Boston Dispensary, for the year ending Oc
tober 1,1834, was 2192. Of these,, 854
were Americans, 1234 Irish or children of
Irish, 72 from Great Britain and her de
pendences, except Ireland, 10 German, 6
Swedish, 2 Portuguese, 2 Dutch, 9 Danish,
2 African and 1 French.
Your obedient servant,
G. H. Snelling.
From the above it will be seen that near
ly two thirds of the medical aid which has
been afforded by the members of this charit
able Association, during the past year, have
gone to the relief of foreigners. It is high
ly creditable to this Association, that in
dispensing their benefactions, they make no
distinction between the citizens of this, or
any other country. It is sufficient that they
are inhabitants of our city who are sick, and
in want of medical advice, to entitle them
to the aid of the Boston Dispensary.
But
it furnishes another proof, if such were wan
ting, of the startling fact that our country is
overrun with destitute foreigners, the num
bers of whom are rapidly increasing, and
who by inability to labor, or difficulty in
procuring employment, or any other calam
ity, are thrown upon the charity of the pub
lic, perhaps to the exclusion of many of our
own honest, but unfortunate poor.
We do not complain that these destitute
foreigners receive aid and sympathy from a
generous community. But we do complain
that foreigners of every grade and character,
are so easily able to obtain a footing on these
shores. Such a constant tide of emigration
flowing this way, teems with evils. It tends
to impoverish the country, to take the bread
from the mouth of the industrious American
laborer, and give it to the wretched foreign
er ; who in a strange land, among strangers,
dependant altogether on his daily labor for
the subsistence of himself and family, drags
out a much more wretched and precarious
existence, than he probably would have done
in his native country, where he would have
been entitled to the assistance of friends, in
his misfortunes, and to lhe sympathies of
his countrymen.—Merc. Journal.
Cheap Tea Cake.—Three cups of sugar,
three eggs, one cup of butter, one cup of
milk, a spoonful of dissolved pearlash, and
four cups of flour, well beat up. If it is so
stiff it will not stir easily, add a little more
milk.

The best application for a burn or a scald
is immediately to apply cloths wet with
cold water, which should have cold water
applied as often as it becomes painful. In
case of a serious scald or burn it will be
come necessary to drink some warm herb
tea.
To remove ink spots from linen and cot
ton.—Break off some cold tallow from a
clean mould candle that has never been
lighted.—Rub if with your finger on the
ink spots, and leave it sticking on in small
lumps. This must be done before the linen
is gashed. It must be put into the tub with
the tallow still on it. This will effectually
remtRre the ink spots. The tallow must be
rubbed on quite cold.

Caraway Cakes.—Take one pound of
flour, three quarters of a pound of sugar,
half a pound of butter, a glass of rose water,
four eggs, half a tea-cup of caraway seed,—
the materials well rubbed together and beat
up. Drop them fromea spoon on tin sheets^
There is nothing more dangerous to the
and bake them brpwn in rather a slow oven.
Twenty minutes dr half an hour is time virtuous than associating with the guilty, who
possess amiable and attractive qualities.
enough to bake thqm^

No. 4.

Keeping Sheep.—Sowed three bushels • Resources of the United States.—In 1784,‘ 1 Extract of a letter from Naples of the 2d
of oats to cure before they are quite ripe, only fifty years ago, an xAmerican vessel was! of April. “ Vesuvius, which had for the last
for my sheep : this 1 have found to be the seized in Liverpool, for having on board eight fortnight given indications of an approaching
cheapest and best method to winter sheep, bales of cotton, as it was supposed to be im- eruption, burst forth last evening in all its fu
of the many ways that 1 have tried.
The possibje that they could be the growth of this ry. During the afternoon a storm of haiPand
country. Who then would have supposed
sheep will eat it all clean, straw and all, that there would have been at this time, more rain had detained a crowd of visitors at Resi
na, who would otherwise have been inevita
and with it get grain enough, fand that be than 600,000 bales of the raw material ex bly sacrificed, as the very ground round the
ing green, I believe it far better than ripej ported to that cky in a year, besides 3 or crater, where hundreds had been walking on
to keep them in good condition.
I never 400,000 bales to other parts of Europe, and ly the evening before, was carried up into the
had a distempered sheep that was kept in that it would, too, have been manufactured air at the first explosion. The Pope’s giranthis way.
Two good sheaves per dav, here on so extensive a scale, as not only to dola, of a thousand rockets, is a joke to it.
will last twenty sheep through the winter ; supply the great demand at home, but enable At half past nine (within less than three
merchants to compete successfully with hours) the detonations ceased, and the fire
some days three sheaves, and some but one, our
those of England, in foreign markets. Thosp gradually subsided.—This morning there is
viz.—When they get to the ground : I have individuals engaged in introducing the culture not even the least smoke.”
tried it, and do know,
Nbw, .say five of silk into our country, should be encoura
months, 150 days,,300 sheaves, that would ged to persevere in view of thi§ statement.
u A letter of the 2d of April from Rome
make twelve bushels to the hundred ; would The United States now import annually about says “ The excavations making at the site
ten
million
dollars
worth
of
silk
for
their
own
of the ancient Vulcia, now called Jenuta di
be thirty-six busbefe Oats, and the straw.
If any of your correspondents can do belter, consumption ; and far greater amounts are Campo Scala, under the direction of a society
annually
imported
into England and France authorized by the Cardinal. Camerlingo, have
and with less expense, I should be glad to in the raw state ; hence it is evident that there
been very successful. There have been found
know it.— Genesee Farmer.
will be a good market for manufactured silk in the tombs many cups and vases finely
at home, and for the raw material abroad.
painted with historical and mythological sub
March of mind.—A petition has been
Newburyport Herald.
jects.—Within the town of Vulcia three co
handed into the Pennsylvania Legislature,
lossal statues in marble and one in bronze
Quakers.—Among the very numerous tes have been discovered, with bas reliefs, col
to which are appended thirty-one thousand
nine hundrèd and eight names, praying for timonials in favor of the exemplary class of umns bearing Etruscan and Latin inscriptions,
professing Christians whoseeusual designation
the abolishment of all public schools in that stands at the head of this article, there are and various instruments of gold and silver.”
—«O4‘Gs—
State ! ! The arguments urged are strong. none more to the point than that given by the
Guns and Gunpowder.—The power accu
It is believed that education fosters Aris Hon. Prentiss Mellen, who states that during mulated within a small space of gunpowder
tocracy, and that it is onerous and unjust his connection with tlie Courts of his coun is well known, yet some of its effects, under
to cram education down the throats of the try, for a term of about 40 years, he has nev peculiar circumstances, are so singular, that
childfen of the populace, whether they will er known but one instance of a Quaker’s be an attempt to explain them may be excused.
or not. Sixty-seven of these worthy pro ing arraigned for a criminal action. Suppo Ifa gun is loaded with ball it will not kick so
sing that some may have the curiosity to
totypes of Jack Cade’s adherents and know what that case was, I relate lhe follow much as when loaded with shot; and amongst
different kind of shot, that which is smallest
friends, not being able to write, made their ing anecdote which was recently related to causes the greatest recoil against the shoul
mark I—B. Mer.
the writer while on a visit at Portland, it der. A gun loaded with a quantity of sand,
probably being the case alluded to by the equal in weight to a quantity of snipe shot,
kicks still more. If, in loading, a space is left
Anecdote.—A countryman stopped at a Hon. Judge.
There is a worthy, wealthy Merchant, at between the wadding and the charge, the gun
tavern and called for some bread and cheese
—they were handed to him—he soon dis Portland, whom I will call Friend W. a very either recoils violently or bursts. If the muz
powerful, athletic man, withal rather quick
covered that his cheese was made from the and passionate, though tolerably well temper zle of a gun that has accidentally been stuck
into the ground, so as to be stopped up with
bluest skim-milk, and dry and hard as a chip ed by a good degree of quaker moderator]. It clay, or even with snow, or if it be fired with
—he put a slice of it upon his fork and so happened one day that he felt himself very its muzzle plunged into water, the almost
tried to melt it, but found that impossible. much insulted in his own store, by an over certain result is that it bursts. The ultimate
During this effort the landlady entered the bearing, intruding and much less worthy cause of these apparently inconsistent effects
room, when the following dialogue ensued ; neighbor. Says friend W., “ friend James, is, that qvery force requires time to produce
Traveller—I say, madam, this is a brave as thee appears to have done thy business, its effect ; and if the time requisite for the eperhaps thee had better leave my store, lest lastic vapor within to force out the sides of a
cheese of vours.
some of these tools fall on thy head,” (it being barrel is Jess than that in which the conden
Landlady—Brave ! why ?
a hard ware store.)—Friend James not being sation of the air near the wadding is convey
Traveller—Because it will sooner ¿»urn disposed to leave, but continuing his abuse, ed in sufficient force to drive the impediment
than run.
friend W. took him by the collar and the pan from the muzzle, then the barrel must burst.
taloons, and in an instant landed him in the It sometimes happens that these two forces
A Good Deed.—Some time ago, a large middle ofthe street. Friend W. was accord are so nearly balanced that the barrel only
quantity of indecent prints and volumes, be ingly arrested for the breach of the peace ; on swells—the obstacle giving way before the
longing to a man named Gourgas, was sei being placed at the bar of the Court, he was gun is actually burst.
asked whether he was guilty. Yes, was the
zed by the authorities of Boston. The own reply, I gave him a friendly push out of my
Phenomenon.—By a gentleman recently
er was held to bail in the sum of $2,000 to store.
from Prinfp. William County, Ya., we have
take his trial on the charge of keeping these
Friend W. was accordingly fined sixteep been informed of a remarkable occurrence
abominations for sale, and forfeited his re shillings. “ Cheap enough,” said he, “ it is which took place on the Neabsco tract, about
cognizance, the amount of which was paid only about one shilling per foot for the distance four miles from Dumfries, on Monday se’into fhe City Treasury. It then became a I sent him.”—Portsmouth Journal.
night, during that heavy thunder storm,
which, it will be recollected, overspread the
question, what should be done with the arti
A Bullfight with steam.—A few days since, whole heavens, and apparently visited every
cles seized ; and we are happy to state that
this question was solved in the most satisfac as the locomotive steam engine was passing quarter of our country. The earth for sever
tory manner by Judge Thacher, of the Mu- along the Columbia Rail Road, the engineer al acres which was previously firm and good,
suddenly (from its present appearance) sunk
nipicial Court, who, on the application of the espied a noble bull driving across the field, to the depth of about four feet, and cracked
apparently to give battle to the machine. He
Commonwealth’s Attorney, ordered them was coming at the top of his speed, his tail open in innumerable places throughout the
all to be delivered over to the Sheriff and stuck right into the air, and his head down, whole mass, as if it had been blown by gun
burnt; which was accordingly done on the as if for immediate attack. As the bull-er powder. The thunder and lightning there
27th of last month. They were four hun rant rushed onward, the director checked the was awfully heavy and severe, accompanied
dred in number, some of superior execution, car, and received the blow upon the front by an abundant shower of hail, which, howev
wheel. The animal recoiled several steps— er, was not so injurious to the grain as to the
and valued at about $1500.
the puffing of the steam pipe seemed to chal window glass. Numerous persons have vis
lenge him to a second onset, and on he come, ited the spot, but are totally unable to ac
Sensibility.—A lady who made preten bellowing and tearing up the earth, while his count for the phenomenon.
tions to the most refined feelings, went to eye seemed to shoot forth baneful fire. The
Georgetown (D. C.) Metropolitan.
her butcher to remonstrate with him on his engineer thought his safety consisted in mov
What is Aristocracy 2—In reply to the
cruel praciices. “ How,” said she, “ can ing—he therefore put on the whole head of
you be so barbarous as to put innocent little the accumulated steam, and the car started question what is Aristocracy ? Gen. Foy, a
lambs to death ?” “Why not, madam,” like the wind. The enraged beast struck distinguished orator in the French Chambers,
gave the following striking definition.—“ I
said the butcher ; “ you would not eat them short of his aim, he missed his footing, and can tell what it is,” said he.—“ Aristocracy in
rolled down a high embankment, to thé in
alive, would you ?”
finite gratification of those who had watched the 19th century is the league, the coalition
of those who would consume without produ
his behavior, and to glory of the engineer.
cing, live without working, know every thing
Awful Casualty.—We learn from
Briggs’s Bulletin, that on the evening of the
The New York Jour, of Commerce states without learning any thing, carry away all
24th instant, while a Mrs. Silver was sitting that at the business meeting of the Anti-Sla- the honors without having deserved them,
on the hearth of her house, near Concord, very Society, held in that city a few days since, and occupy all the places of Government
without being capable of fillin^them.”
N. H. teaching three of her children to read, the enormous sum of fourteen thousand dol
lars
was
subscribed
in
aid
of
the
Society
’
s
the whole chimney, from some defect in the
Abolition oj Slavery in France.—The late
funds. ’»One gentleman gave $3000, two oth
foundation, suddenly gave way, and was ers $1200 each, and so on downward, accor papers from Europe state that notice was
precipitated into the cellar, carrying with it ding to the several abilities or zeal of the gen given at a meeting of the French Society for
the Abolition of Slavery, that a project to
Mrs. S. and her children. One of the chil tlemen present.
emancipate the slaves in the French Colonies
dren, a boy about six years of age, was kill
would soon be presented. The Duke de
ed ; another, a girl, was burnt by the hot
Good.—A; gentleman informs us that du Broglie, President of the Society and Prime
bricks, and bruised in so shocking a manner, ring the célébration at Newport, Rhode Minister, avowed the necessity of speedy
that though alive on Saturday morning, it is Island, in honor of the election of a whig emancipation in the Colonies.
very doubtful whether she recovers. Mrs. Senator, some boys set fire to a tar barrel,
S. and the eldest boy, it is believed,.. will do and while it. was burning, a spectator said
The London Lancet mentions a curious
“ take care boys, or you’ll burn up the town.” case, in which a Secretary ofa public institu
well though badly bruised.
Never mind the town,” said the boys, “ we tion was twice attacked with a very violent
have saved the country.”
fit of salivation, so as to render medical aid
Vhother Victim of Rum.—A woman of
indispensable, from his having wafered 500
intemperate habits, named Lucy Tyler, aA correspondent recommends as an effect circulars, which he had wetted in his mouth.
bout 60 years of age, residing in Ash street, ual mode to destroy caterpillars, the applica
-^¡¡9^96^committed suicide yesterday, between 12 tion of coal tar, by means of a mop, to their
Accidental Death.—James Leonard, a sea
nests.
The
tar,
it
is
said,
will
kill
all
that
and 1 o’clock, by hanging herself with a
man attached to the Boston packet Patapsco,
small line, upon a nail in her room. She come in contact with the mop, and by draw now lying at Bowly’s wharf, was killed yes
ing
a
circle
of
tar
around
the
trunk
of
the
terday morning by a mill-stone falling on him.
was not discovered till she had been dead
tree, those that fall to the ground cannot The crew were engaged in hoisting the stone
probably an hour, and was found in a sitting again ascend.—American.
from the hold of the vessel, and when nearly
posture, in which she was obliged to place
up, the rigging broke and the stone fell and
herself to accomplish her purpose. A cor
The Columbus correspondent of the Cin crushed Leonard to death, who was at the
oner’s inquest was held upon the body, cinnati Gazette writes, that letters have been time standing under it. He has a wife in
whose verdict was that she came to her recently received from General Jackson, by Boston, where he has resided for some time,
death by “ hanging in a fit of partial de individuals in that city, in which “ he takes and is by birth an Irishman.
Baltimore Chronicle.
rangement, occasioned by habits of intem a decided position in favor of ^Michigan.”
perance.”—Salem Landmark.
A touch of the marvellous.—The poet of the
The U. S. Gazette says, that in the case of
More rum—more death /—I was recent Post says, the Baltimore Convention was Drew, which has occupied the Circuit Court
“ packed by the democracy of the Union.”
ly invited td give a Temperance discourse In the haste of packing, they slowed away in that city for many days, the Jury have not
agreed, and are not likely to agree on a ver
in a neighboring town, where I learnt that some articles belonging to another concern. dict.
in the vicinity’ the following occurrence took They enumerate 11^ votes from Tennessee,
place only a few days before.
An intem when not a man from Tennessee was there ;
Mad Dogs.—N mad dog was killed on the
perate father procured on Saturday a cer and no man belonging to the State would 22d ult. near Anson Village, by Wm. R. Flint,
tain quantity of rum ; and after taking what dare to return home after voting for Van Esq. and Weston Smith. Persons cannot be
he'pleased, on Sunday morning he took his Buren. They include a few office holders too much on their guard against rabid ani
bed, upon which he lounged during some from Massachusetts, Vermont, and other mals at this season of the year.
States, wholly free from the suspicion of
Somerset Journal. 4
part or all the day. In the mean time a Van Burenism.—TV. Y. Star.
child found the bottle, from which he drank
Oh‘ Crackee again /—Only two hundred
so freely that he fell into a swoon from
The Bangor Whig says that another steam and four delegates to the humbug convention
which he never revived ! He died before boat is talked of, and that twenty thousand made their appearance from Maryland—th&
whole Jackson party of the State.
next morning.—Morning Star.
dollars of the stock has been taken up.

FOREIGN NEWS
Spain.—The N. Y. Courier and Enquirer
states some facts in relation to the war in
Spain, derived from late Spanish papers,
which show that the contest is carried on in
the most savage and vindictive spirit. In an
official despatch, addressed by Gen. Mina to
the Spanish minister of War, the former de
clares with the utmost coolness, that the con
duct of the inhabitants of Laroz, a town in
Navarre containing twelve hundred inhabi
tants, had been so objectionable, that he had
felt himself under the necessity of reducing it
to ashes, and of putting one tenth part of its
population to the sword. In the way of re
taliation, Gen. Zumalacarreguy stormed the
fortified villages of Yrurzan and Echarriaranaz, and caused all the inhabitants of the latter
to be massacred. Little hope was entertain
ed, that the mission of Gen. Elliot would pro i
duce an accommodation between the conten
ding parties.

r

MAIL ARTICLES.

[Correspondence of the N. Y. Jour, of Com.]
WASHiNGTONj May 30, 1835.

The President has issued an edict in refer
ence to the morals and deportment of the
Clerksand Officers of the several Depart^
ments of the Government. I arn told by a
person Wno saw one of the Circulars address
ed to heads of Departments, ^c» that a month
ly report is directed to be made of the moral
habits of each clerk and public officer, and
that they are also enjoined to pay their debts
on pain of immediate removal. Some resig
nations and some unexpected payments have,
it is said, already resulted from this decided
step. Many removals are also spoken of as
fleing unavoidable on the same score.
There is no truth in the rumored resigna
tion of Mr. Forsyth. So far from taking offence at the promotion of Mr. Kerulall, he
was consulted in reference to that appoint
ment, and expressed his approbation of it be
fore it was made.

New Orleans, May 20.—Thé diseased ahhually prevalent on the river Mississippi and its
numerous tributaries, are again becoming
rife. Al) the cases of cholera that were said
to have occurred in this city were limited to
passengers of boats coming down the river, in
various parts of which numerous cases are
still found. But no cholera exists in New Or
leans, except the cholera morbus, common in
other places at this period. Cases of bilious
fever indeed occurred within the past few
days, but not to any extent, nor are they
alarming.
The very great negligence of voyagers on
our western waters, and the very little care
taken of them by the commanders of the
boats, are sufficient to engender disease.
Hence the real source of diseases on the Mis
sissippi. We have personally witnessed these
causes and effects, and must indignantly give
our testimony against this culpable careless
ness.
Now the small pox has broken out, and
rages from Memphis to Natchez^and thence
to Natchitoches.

Mexico.—The accounts from Mexico ex
The Portuguese Insurgents.—The Portu
hibit no improvement in the condition of the
A very pretty Spe&ulatiofii—'The Cattskill
country. The Senate have passed a bill, de guese schr. Boa Nova, Bernardo Raggio, com Recorder tells the story of a negro specula
claring all the acts of St. Anna, done for the mander, arrived here this morning from St. tion, much beyond any thing we have heard
purpose of re-establishing good order in the Thomas, having on board 150 officers and or read in the annals of Yankeeism. A fine
republic, valid, by a vote of 15 to 6. Private . troops of the Portuguese battalion which re- intelligent looking negro who had been em
letters declare
are that
URU Hits
the ZjaUUlUuao
Zacatecas nwuuvvuun
insurrection : volted auu
and vutunmiuu
committed the; nuiiiuiu
horrible uunugvo
outrages ployed during the summer in a canal boat,
is likely to prove
p___ Dgeneral
______ : St. Anna had tgk- at Port Praya, of which an account has lately not liking to be idle, set his wits at work to
en the fieldI in person in'order
in order to suppress it.'1 been published. The Boa Nova was one of, contrive some way
.... of ...................
...
turning an honest
peilIt was said that eight provinces were iiivolv- | the vessels, winch were seized in Port Praya | h'v iiuiing“iiie winteV, and ailast hit upon the
ed in it, and thafAlvarez, the
■'....leader of the . hy the insurgents, on board of which they I f(>1|()wi
dienU Takil)g a stage (lriver
insurgents, bad under his command a force embarked With their booty, intending to make | of his ac„uaintance, they journied lovingly
for the
of 8000 men. The government journals treat ! (or
(he United States.
Estates. Phe B. N s consort■ together to Richmond, Va. near which the
! (with all the valuable plunder on board) pre- j ne
ed the revolt as if it were of little moment.
- -gfO“ 1had
~J forme
e— j Uved> Here he was sold
j ceded her a few days, with the understand- j as a c1avtl
hv h
;a friend, ,the stage driver, for
slave by
his
From Jamaica— By the arrival of the John 1 ing that she was to touch at the port of Brava, Ii eight hundred dollars. The stage driver im
W. Cater, we have received regular files of for provisions, and wait the arrival of the B. mediately decamped, and the negro took
Jamaica papers to the 15ih May. The island N.; but when the latter arrived the other sch. measures forthwith to prove and obtain his
had obtained her supplies and put to sea, freedom In this, by aid of friends and pawas quiet.
when
they have
heard no
tidings of her. peps his possession, he soon succeededLord Sligo embarked on board the Forte since
sincewh
6«'hey
baveheanl
nQUdingsofher
frigate on the 2d, with two companies of the The Boa Nova then set sail for the United was liberated and returned home ; where,
84th Regiment, and set sail for the Caymanes, States, via St. T^homas, where she stopped much to his satisfaction, he found that his
where he issued his proclamation, declaring some time, and shipped as navigator Mr. Benj. partner, agreeably to his promise, had depos
the slaves on those islands absolutely and un Webber, of Beverly, (Mass.) second mate of ited four hundred dollars, the half of his pur
conditionally free. The slaves on these isl the late ship Columbia (cast away) and two chase money, to his credit in the Savings
ands had never been registered, and there American seamen, to take her to Philadelphi- Bank.
fore not subject to the apprenticeship system, a ; after a passage of 12 days she arrived off
nor are their late masters entitled to any share the Capes of Virginia, when being nearly out
The Providence Rail Road will be opened,
of the 20,000,000 compensation for manumit Of provisions and water, put into this port for we learn, within two or three weeks, when
ted slaves. The Governor and suite returned supplies.
the travelling expenses from Boston to New
A few hours after her arrival in our port York will be comparatively trifling ; SI,50 to
on the 14th.—N. Y. Gaz.
the Portuguese Consul, Walter De Lacy, Providence, and $5,00 in the Steam Boat
A week later from Buenos Ayres.—By the Esq. made application to the civil authority from thence to New York, including Board.
brig Paulina, Capt. Clark, we have received for their arrest, on a charge of pira'cy, and the
Buenos Ayres papers to April 4th.
Mayor ordered them to be conducted to the
Cheering prospects for Pennsylvania.—Af
The balloting which was going on at the Navy Yard, under a guard of the volunteer
date of our previous advices, had resulted in companies of the Borough, to be delivered ter next year, it is said, her canals and rail
roads will pay for themselves and ail the tax
the ratification of the resolution of the House over to Com. Warrington for safe keeping.
es raised for them may be removed.
of Representatives, appointing Gen. Rosas to
Norfolk Herald.
the chief authority of the Province—by a vote
Among the votes for Van Buren, in the
of9316 to 4. Gen. Rosas is therefore Gov i The Boa Nova.—The Norfolk Herald con
ernor of Buenos Ayres, with extraordinary tains some further particulars respecting the Baltimore humbug, were fifteen votes from
powers.
Portuguese troops, who recently arrived at Tennessee. Perhaps the people of that State
A treaty of peace and alliance has been that place in the Boa Nova. This is not, as would like to know who threw them, as they
celebrated between the Governments of the was stated, the same vessel in which they left chose no delegates to that Convention.
Great Falls Journal.
Provinces of Tucuman, Santiago, del Estero Port Praya. At Brava, their own vessel?pro
and Salta.
ved leaky and was abandoned, and they took
Natural Phenomena.—We saw from our
The Government of Montevideo, under possession of the Boa Nova, (said to be a
date 24th nil. have ordered that the decree of Brazilian vessel,) in which they embarked for office windows yesterday morning, which by
11th October last, which exonerated national the U. States. The Maria, in which the other the way are a leetle pleasanter than any in
as well as foreign vessels from paying pilot insurgents left Port Praya, had previously ar the neighborhood, and from which we have
dues, provided the said vessels discharged all rived at Brava, and having obtained supplies, a most delightful prospect, a sight which, had
their cargo in the port of Montevideo, be ren had sailed for Philadelphia. It has been al we lived and seen it in the superstitious days
dered void and of non-effect from the day on ready stated, that those who arrived in Nor of our ancestors, would have made our very
which it was reconsidered, viz. 17th Februa folk, were delivered to the commander of the hair stand on end with terror. It was a large
ry.—N. F. Jour, of Com.
Navy Yard, for safe keeping. A court, of vessel, under a press of canvass, apparently
what nature we are not informed, was there sailing in the air at an elevation of not less
Newspapers from Quito to Feb. 12th, and convened, to decide on the legality of inter than a hundred feet from the water, directly
from Guayaquil to the 13th, state that the ar ference on the part of the State authorities, across the harbor. Knowing, however, how
my of the Equator was increasing, and exac and came to the conclusion that they could to account for it on natural principles, it filled
tions continued. The town of Perucho had not be retained in custody, not having com our mind only with delight. The sun was
been burnt by a gurilla party.—N. Y. Amer.
mitted any act of piracy against the United shining very brightly at the time,—the image
States; and that, as offenders on the Portu of the vessel reflected in the mist above her,
We find in the Paris Journal des Debats, a guese territory, they were beyond the juris was perfect, and as she passed swiftly by,
speech delivered by the Duke de Broglie, in diction of our courts, there being at present coursing through the air 1 like a thing of life,’
the Chamber of Deputies, on the bill making no treaty between the United States and Por we thought it one of the most beautiful 4 pic
appropriations for the execution of the treaty tugal. They are therefore at liberty.
tures’ we had ever beheld.— Glou. Tel.
with the United States. In the following
Boston Patriot.
We notice the following advertisement in
passage he alludes to the message of the
President.
It is said that Wm. G. Jones, lately arrest the Norfolk Herald of the 25th ult :—
“ Of all these stipulations of the treaty, ed in Baltimore on a charge of robbing the “ POST OFFICE.—OLD POINT COM
Gentlemen, there was not one which could Post Office in that city, having been released
FORT.
be executed, without your concurrence ; there from jail in consequence of the requisite bail
“ The Post-master General desires that
was notone, which did not require the inter in his case being given, has fled from the public notice be given to the citizens of Old
vention of a law, before it could become country aqd sailed for'South America.
Point Comfort, of the expected vacancy in
completely operative. The Government of
Alexandria Gaz.
that Post Office, that they may have a voice
the United States knew this full well : they
in recommending a person for appointment.
knew it, because they could not have been
Counterfeit Coins.—Yesterday morning, at —may 25—3t.”
ignorant of the fundamental maxims of our low tide, a quantity of coin, and other articles,
This is singular enough. Has the new
public law : they knew it, because they were was discovered at the bottom of the first dock
carefully apprised of the fact by the French below the Drawbridge. On collecting the Post Master General introduced a new rule
Government, at every step in the progress of pieces together, they were found to be brass with regard to appointments ? If so, we hail
the negotiation. Knowing that the interven imitations of Spanish quarters of a dollar ; the event as a real reform. Only let the peo
ple have a voice in recommending appoint
tion of a law was thus indispensable, they
and complete dies for manufacturing half ments to office and we shall be satisfied on
must also have known, that the discussion of
dollars, purporting to be of the same coinage, that score.—Alexandria Gazette.
every law might, according to circumstances,
were also found. Our informant states that
be attended with difficulty and delay. They about half a peck of this spurious coin was
We understand that the farm of Dr. Shurtknew that it must undergo a trial, in which taken out of the dock. They are well execu
its ultimate passage was not absolutely cer ted and merely required to be silvered to leff, at Chelsea, has been purchased by a com
pany, for $60,000, to be cut up in lots.
tain. They were aware of our efforts to re make them pass readily.—Phil. Penn.
Charlestown Aurora.
move all difficulties. They were officially as
sured of our determination to appeal to you
Convent Rioters.—The Supreme Judicial
Henry C. Flagg, Esq., the Whig candi
from the judgment of your predecessors.
Court at Concord, organized on Tuesday,
44 When, therefore, the President of the U. with a full bench to try the remaining rioters. date, has been elected-Mayor of New Haven,
States, in his message at the opening of the Aaron Hadley, jr. of Charlestown, who had by a majority of 182 ; and all the Whig can
last session of Congress, availed himself of the surrendered himself since last term, was ar didates for Aidermen, by an average of 200.
obstacles which had attended the execution raigned and put on trial. It was determined At the Gubernatorial election in April the
of the treaty, to intimate doubts of the good that Pond and Kelly, on whose case the jury Whig majority was only 71.
faith of the French Government, the charge would not agree, should all be tried at once.
We have another proof that the spirit of
was as destitute of a reasonable pretext, as it Messrs. Farley of Groton and Mann of Low
was of foundation : it was a reproach to ell, were assigned by Court, to act as counsel, enterprise in our goodly city is wide awake.
which we shall offer no retort, from respect in addition to such other legal gentlemen as That beautiful site belonging to Mr. Deering
and others, at the corner of Court and Mid
to the nation of which lie is the ruler.
the prisoners had engaged.
“The least doubt was offensive, and the
The Attorney General stated, that he did dle streets, has been secured for the purpose
French Government treated it as such ;they not proceed against the prisoners on the cap of erecting an Exchange. This morning a
neither waited for, asked, nor received expla ital offence ; but for merely burning a dwel subscription paper was opened for raising 50
to $70,000 stock, about half of which was
nations. They recalled their Minister ; they ling house in the night time.
gave information to. the Minister of the United
A jury was empannelled with little difficul promptly taken up. If the remainder is not
States, that his passports were at his dispo ty, after which the trial proceeded. The Bish already subscribed, it unquestionably will
sal. They replied to words by deeds ; unless op, Fenwick, was called to prove the burning be very soon, and the work will go on and
they had declared war, they could go no far and the ownership of the property ; and sev we shall have an Exchange that will be cred
ther.
eral other witnesses were called to prove that itable to our city.—Portland Courier.
44 The same message counselled the Le threats had been current in Charlestown, for
gislature of the United States to assume a several days before the deed, and that sundry
Alarming I—The Eastern Land Fever has
menacing attitude towards the commerce of handbills of a threatening character were broken out in this and the neighboring towns.
France. I abstain from any comment on the posted up.—Lowell Courier.
It is difficult to foresee the extent of its rava
character of this advice. It was not follow
ges. Probably, however, it will operate much
ed : it was formally rejected by the Senate :
A Man gone over Niagara Falls.—Two like other fevers. Some will narrowly es
the House of Representatives passed it by in men, who were attempting a few days since cape its destructive operations, and grow fat
silence : inspired by better influences, both to pass from Grand Island to the Canada and pursery after it;—others, and the greater
Houses solemnly announced, that they relied shore, were forced into the rapids near the number, will realize from it the foundation of
upon the word of the French Government. great cataract, and they both jumped out of perpetual moral disease ; and others will ut
Nor a word was uttered, not a circumstance the boat. One of them was rescued by the terly sink under the malady, and become de
took place, to discredit this assertion : noth people on the shore, but the other, a Mr. Brai- funct in fortune and in morals.
ing occurred on their part, to interrupt the ly, was hurried over the falls and was seen no
Haverhill Gazette.
good understanding existing between the two more.
countries.
Prentiss Mellen, the late Chief Justice of
“ Had it been otherwise, Gentlemen, we
The Hon. John Quincy*Adams, late Presi this State, has been invited to deliver the Ora
should have pursued, gravely, and without dent of the United States, together with his tion on the approaching Anniversary of our
boasting, the course which would have be family, arrived at his residence in Quincy Independence, at Portland.
come the representatives of a great country, 5th inst. We are happy to state, that the
the government of a mighty people.”
health of the Ex-President is good.
A receipt for curing Corns.—Dip a small
tuft of cotton in lamp or whale oil, apply it
The Hon. Edward Kavanagh, Charge d’
A heavy operator in stocks in the New to the corn, and wrap a bandage round it;
Affaires of the U. S. to Portugal, sailed in York market, an Israelite, is said to deposito repeat this for six or eight days, and the
the packet ship Westminster, for London, half a million of dollars per day, in the Bank corn becomes soft, and is easily removed. I
last Monday.
where he does his business.
have tried the experiment with success.
lik

Infidelity.—We fegi'et tó përôéive th'àt thé
Mail Hobler Convicted.—At the decent ses
sion of the Circuit Court of the United States, reckless and ruthless spirit of infidelity is ex
holflen in this town, Sylvester W. Sheldon, tending its influence in this country. It is
formerly postmaster at Londonderry, Vt. was hot however strange, when we consider the
tried for a violation of the Post Office Laws, j low state of public morals as Connected with
"Col. J
by à robbery of the mail. The facts, detailed . our public affairs.
Lw111,
When public méñ ópenly declare that the
on the trial, and proved to the satisfaction of
Buren me:
the Jurors, who composed the panels by i objects of their exertions, are the spoils of of;
Lavile as ai?
which said Sheldon was tried and convicted, ■ fice, not the good of their country, when
were opp°
where of a kind which showed a most delib- ' those notoriously immoral are placed at the
ViceWid
erate and cool-blooded robbery. It appears , head of our government, and others disgra
son f°r
that early in the month of May^ 1834, Phine- cing even the common decencies of life aré
■ termine^ of the kirih
has O. Sargeant, Esq. postmaster at Chester; , sought to be placed there, we cannot wonder
threatening.
^tandiDg’
Vt. undertook to send a package of money by | that there should prevail an equal degree of
trary
mail to a correspondent at Brooklyn, N. Ÿ. i laxity in private morals, and that the mostar will be r<
p. p, Barb
Of the first package so directed, no informa boininable doctrines find supporters and ad
„Virginia.
tion came, until Mr. Sargeant, having sent a vocates. When we see a great and dominant
Van Buret;
iOndW
second lime, received a letter from his corres party avowing their intention to profit by the
oftbeB)C;
Buren as
pondent stating that his first letter had arrived, weakness arid corruption of mankind, and se
for Mr. v
but with the money subtracted. Towards lecting not the most virtuouè and patriotic as
Johnson
the last of the same month, Mr. Sargeant com their leaders; but the most adroit, the most
nrg C°nS
menced mailing more money, but with an selfish, and the most unscrupulous, we can
The Petei
roeinbei1
intention to detect the offender. He accor not be surprised that every serious impres
which was
dingly enclosed a sum of money to the same sion, every time honored truth, every tie that
Iks in st
venti011! SE
correspondent, retaining sundry descriptions binds men together, is falling into neglect,
fjohnsoi
I10niÌDi'ti°lh
of the bank notes, with the testimony of oth and that infidelity rears its head amongst us,
... advocatet
ers as to the mailing of the same. He then throwing down every restraint, and breaking
« can neve
u [be ViceJ’1
proceeded in advance of the mail, and on over every barrier, which religion, intelli
Johnson L
examination at an office farther from Chester, gence and virtue have created.
s stated j«1
on the route, than Londonderry, discovered I This country must go to destruction, unless t office.” Il Vfoolfol^ (
that his letter had been detained. He pur- ! a speedy change take place. Honesty must tt that “Mt
sued this course two or, three successive times go before politics. Let no man be counte- ? from Qraf 0 Count!10
retunieiH10’
until having become satisfied of the place of nanced, however high in his pretensions, why
ventioD) -h
Jiqgs, al,d
delay, he mailed a package and accompanied boldly and impudently sets at defiance the
at the pro
the mail contractor on the route. The mail cause ofgood morals, and the restrictions of
j denoune
was carefully examined both before its arrival decency. Let no party allegiance lead us to
lirecilyac'
at Londonderry, and after it had been opened their support. 44 When had men combine,\t
.and charge
(Van Bure
at that post office. On the examination after is time for good men to unite.”—Albany Adv.
tween Mesl
passing said office at Londonderry, it appear
lethal he"
■told the pe<
ed that a letter mailed at the Chester office
Proscription.—Amos Kendall has commen
instructed
¡ticket unk
on the day before, had passed through the ced the work of reform in favor of Mr. Van
Londonderry office with the money taken Burem Mr. Chandler, Postmaster of South
Relieve it «
out of it, while the letter mailed on that day Hadley, Mass., has been dismissed, and An
The Nev Iíahpshire
had passed safely, no robbery having been drew Wright appointed in his place. The
committed—probably Sheldon mistaking worthy Postmaster of Hitchcockville, Conn, , organized i the 3d i
another directed to Jeremiah Barton, and has also been removed to make room for
Charles F. low Bre
afterwards found on him, for the one contain George A. Clark, a whole hog Van Burenin
as Clerk ar jlsaFoirh
ing, money. On Sunday morning Mr. Sar
I the Senati
on the part |
geant, with his brother, B. B. Sargeant, Esq.
44 Whoever doth these boots displace,
¡he
parti
hhe Hous
Deputy Marshal, and several citizens of Ches
'ont ,
Shall meet Bombastes face to face—
ter, went to the house of Sheldon to arrest
i
as Sp
And thus I challenge the whole human race.”
him. After several attempts to discover the
¡ Andrew \st as; As:
money purloined by Sheldon, they succeeded
We were forcibly reminded of these lines
afternoon o iVednesda
in finding upon him one of the identical bank upon reading the following, in the Baltimore
in theSeni land carr
notes enclosed by Mr. Sargeant on the Friday Chronicle, in relation to some proceedings of
sider the jeetion of
previous, but could not find the remainder. the late Van Buren Convention :—Alex. Gaz.
On that occasion Sheldon made his escape,
4>rk”-Wi Ireifpon A
“An error occurred in the account of the
but through the laudable exertions of Mr.
proceedings
published
in
our
paper
of
Satur

elected As. taut Clerk
Sargeant, he was at length arrested at Mas
day,
which
we
hasten
to
correct.
It
is
there
•chosen Cle L and on t
sena, N. Y., and committed to jail in Rutland,
stated that a delegate from Virginia, after be
Vt.
ing Eastin t was elec
The proofs of Sheldon’s guilt as to the rob ing called to order, “challenged the whole
This is a i noeuvre, v
convention
to
mortal
combat,
if
they
took
of

bery of the letter, in which the said ten dol
few or no Jrallels in I
lar note was enclosed, were clear, distinct fence at any of his remarks.” It was a dele
and positive—resting on the testimony of un gate from Maine, and not from Virginia, who 1 lion. We [oubt whe
impeached and unimpeachable witnesses. gave this broad challenge, and who made the
legislation. |1 done u
And no one could doubt, on the trial, that the speech for which he was called to order.”
any other < lrter,asit
same abandoned villain purloined all the mo
The me
Hampshire
A Comfortable Income.—A New York pa
ney sent by Mr. Sargeant as before described.
Great credit should beset down to the Messrs. per says, “ the income of John Jacob Astor
live bodies | these St
P. O. and B. B. Sargeant, and several others, is one million and fifty thousand dollars eve
•been so fil d with zee
who with unusual perseverance and energy ry year,—He receives every month one hun
-earnest to jeonside«
dred
and
twenty
five
thousand
dollars,
every
effected the arrest and detection of the pirate.
ocrats, wh fh name ci
In pronouncing sentence upon the robber, day upwards of four thousand dollars, and
'doing with Jllihemigl
his Honor Judge Thompson was lucid and every hour upwards of one hundred and sev
impressive. The Court sentenced him to enty dollars ; every minute three dollars, and
the Kitche [that they;
every second about five cents. He lays [lies]
hard labor in the State Prison for 12 years.
they were* their heac
down to sleep at night. He rises in the morn
»
Windsor Statesman.
not to be t mdered at
ing. His estate has been working for hint
sonietimes Limit Im
while he slumbered ; and has made for him,,
[From the Norfolk Beacon, June 3.]
The Insurgents of Port Praya.—We learn ready to be put beside his dish of coffee on
■even run I tt against
that the U. S. District Attorney arrived in this the breakfast table, every morning, a neat and
■the Laws.
place on Sunday last, and after consultation snug sum, upwards of twelve hundred dol
Thewhd number!
with the Mayor of the Borough, the latter lars.”
in
New HI fopshire, i
issued a warrant for the apprehension of the
[It vis a matter of extreme doubt, whether
Portuguese officers and soldiers who arrived Mr. Astor sleeps sounder, rises in the morn
cording io lie report
here on Wednesday last in the Brazilian ing with more buoyancy oflimb and spirit, or
•ses in Coni Lion on tl
schooner Boa Nova, from Port Praya, via St. goes to his breakfast with a better appetite;
—of these |illiam Ba
Thomas. The Mayor issued his warrant on than he did, when in quite moderate circum
didate) relived 25,7
the oath of Bernardo Reggio, who certifies stances, and laboring for a competency.]
that the said officers and crew committed an
(whig) 14,a I and then
i
Cenlind.
act of piracy on his vessel, laying in a small
The arm 1 messagi
bay on the coast of the Island of Bravo, one
U
nprecedented Passage.—The new and
comtnunici
. d to the i
of the Cape de Verds, at a time specified
elegant steamboat Lexington, Capt. Vander
ternoon of Uih. I
therein ; and about fifty of the crew were ac
bilt, arrived yesterday afternoon, in the short
cordingly committed to jail, preparatory to
that “ few. vs of gene
passage of eleven hours andffly-nine minutes
the holding a court of examination. It is ru
attention t i present
from Providence, bringing papers from that
mored that the officers of the detachment get
place and Boston, of yesterday morning.
teration of fvs of gei
ting wind of the design to apprehend them,
The passengers, several of whom breakfasted
very corre y,44 wher
departed in the steamboat South Carolina,
in Boston, speak in the highest terms of the
yesterday morning at 5 o’clock, for Charles boat and of her easiness of motion. That-she
judicial coi ruction ai
ton, S. C.
become kn ■ m and wi
will prove a good sea boat, is the opinion of
In the afternoon they were examined be
all
who
were
on
board.
—
N.
Y.
Gazette.
some very eminent
fore the Mayor ; in the presence of the Dis
.small masi ude.”
trict Attorney, and the Portuguese Vice Con
Within a few days past, says the Quebec
sul, and duly committed.
Gazette, a great number of counterfeit Amer
The tru khadley
ican half-dollars have been put in circulation'
-on
the1 chi ge of bei
(From the Cincinnati Evening Post, May 28.) at Quebec.—They are far from being well ex
struction ■ i the C.
Money Recovered.—Thorne and West, two ecuted, and may be easily detected on a close
of the robbers of the Norfolk Bank in Rox inspection, particularly from their wanting
concluded a the 5th
bury, Mass., who were apprehended here and the words 44 Half a dollar or fifty cents/'
trilled to e jury
sent to Massachusetts for trial, have been which are found on the outer edges of the:
theafterno i, and ah
convicted and sentenced to ten years impris good ones.
ed a verdit acquili
onment. The amount taken by them and
their accomplices, by means of false keys,
—A salut f 50 gur
Fatal Accident.—In Berwick, on Monday
was about $24,000. Their attorney, at the last, as two men named Andrew Grant and
■town whei ibis resul
request of his clients and the Bank, recently Isaac Stacy, were at work upon the road,
the Arneri ¡i Ensign
came to this city, bringing with him a chart they became engaged in a scuffle, by which
• ot Bunker ill Taver
of the property on the hill, back of the former one of them lost his life. The particulars of
:next day.- ¡here is t
residence of the late Luman Watson, (on the the transaction are substantially as follows :
Hamilton road, between Vine and Race
There were several teams backed up under
that of? Thursto
streets,) where, as Thorne and West stated, a bank for the purpose of being filled. Mr.
vwill be wi mwn,
a part of the money was buried. He accord Grant and Mr. Stacy were stationed therefor
ingly on Monday last proceeded to rhe exact the purpose of loading the carts, but by some'
Three wisinl
spot, which from its designation on the chart means their spades or shovels were removed
within a ïw
i àays,
was easily identified by a gentleman of this from the cart, and Grant proposed to Stacy to
the traffi in ardent
city who accompanied him, and on digging a wrestle. Stacy acceded to the proposition and
few inches below the surface of the ground, they immediately laid hold of each other and
' nobly ai I their er
two earthen jars were discovered, tightly were precipitated down the bank. Stacy fell
lion. Gi cers in i
sealed, with the mouth downward, and con directly under the heels of his oxen, when
mierime
t of ba
taining Bank notes to the amount of $7,898. they became frightened and started, carrying
their store I and hi
This sum, with the amount previously recov the wheel over his body in a quartering line,,
ered by the bank, reduces its loss to about from the hip bone across the stomach and
extensive id prof
$5000.
over the shoulder ; the wheel grazed the
sciences e Per and
temple of Grant, breaking the skin and mak
this viflag |nly tw
The wife of Bernardo de Soto, (one of the ing quite a bruise. Mr. Stacy lived but ten
its, viz;- |e Colli
pirates confined here under sentence of minutes after the accident. After the wheel
death,) arrived in Ne'w-York a few days passed him, he sprung up as quick as a cat,
- the Post jster.
since, and proceeded on to Washington, to but fell immediately. He never spoke again.
plead in behalf of her husband.—Brigg's Bull.
A Jack P Count
Mr. Stacy was a man about forty-five years
of age—has a wife and several small children,
at Alfter on the
A Fact—worthy of notice.—The stock of who are thus early called to lament his loss.
Members
pa
every finished Rail-Road is, at this time, above
South Berwick Republican.
• guested, the Ct
par.
three deh
Another heldfor speculation.—An extensive
pestore
The New York Gazette says that Mr. quarry of Slate Stone has recently been dis
ing.
Webster passed through New York on covered in Dutton, adjoining this city, near
Afel juCotinvi
Wednesday last, for Washington, on profes the Pushaw Pond. It is of a superior quality
sional business.
Senatori [district c
good rift—and promises to be very valua
ble. Mr. Andrew Merrill has left a speci- »
. Purpose potnim
On the evening of the 20th ult. a pickerel men of it at our office, where it may be seen,
Treasur ;
was taken with a seine in the town of Hat and he informs us that slate for the roofs of
'
r
field, weighing nine pounds and a quarter. buildings may be obtained from this quarry
The
Q 11
It was two feet ten inches long, three inches at a less expense than shingles can be made.
New G
Seester,
across the back, and eleven inches round.
Penobscot Freeman.
ripgon
The Baltimore Patriot alleges that a differ
The Ladies oj Hingham are about getting
ence has taken place between General Jack- up a Fair to obtain funds for 44 the purchase
son and Major Lewis, and that the latter has of a town clock,”—which, we take it, will fur-»
been banished from the confidence and coun nish a striking evidence of their public spirit
cils of the President,
aikl industry.

consider fr shat
flames w re soot
Priâtes "the h(
shockjbt ho om

: resfet to perceive thW ii
'less spim of infidelity J1"
nee in this Country’
:ngc, when we confer "
IC morals as Connected

SATURDAY; JUNE 13, 1S35.

Latest from England.—The ship Princess
Victoria has arrived at St. Andrews, bringing
London news to April 27. The only facts of
interest are the following.
Sir J. Hobhouse is appointed to the India
Board.
Earl Minto, Postmaster General.
The Lords of the Admiralty are Lord Dalmency, Admirals Adam, and Sir W. Parker,
and Hon. Capt. Eliot, R. N. Secretary of
the Admiralty, Mr. Labouchere.

things ; but thé gën'eraï impression is coun
tenanced, it would seem, by some expressions
which fell from Mr. Livingston himself, that
General- Jackson will not retract, and that the
Congress will not interfere with his preroga
tive, or influence his resolution. The bill it
self had not yet found its way into the Cham
ber of Peers ; but as a special meeting of that
assembly was summoned for Monday, it was
understood that it would be then brought be
fore them.
Another paper says, Mr. Livingston’s bag
gage has quitted the American Embassy.
LONDON, APRIL 29.
The whole of the Paris papers of Monday,
With those of Bayonne and Bordeaux of cor
responding dates, have reached us by express.
The Courrier Français says that Mr. Livings
ton, the American Minister, loudly asserts
that neither the present President of Ameri
ca nor his successor, whoever he may be?
will consent to retract or explain the message
of President Jacksoh, and that, moreover, his
(Mr. Livingston’s) return to America would in
all likelihood be followed by the passing of a
non-intercourse bill with regard to France.
Accounts from Taulon, dated the 2lst inst.
state that by order of the Minister of/Marine
an extraordinary levy of sailors is to be mads
throughout the whole of the 5th maratirne
arrondissement. The Pilote du Calzados as
serts that similar orders are in course of ex
ecution at Caen and in all the other maratirne
districts, and that the levies as soon as raised
are sent to Brest.
The communication to be made by the
Government to the Chamber of Peers, as an
nounced in the Moniteur, was expected to
treat of the American question in a tone
which, as interpreted by the fears of specu
lators, would be likely to lead to a rapture.
London Times.

nan openly declare that .l
Col. JoHNàóti in Virginia.—The Vati
“rtions,hre the spoil. J’i rI Buren men in Virginia are not quite so serod of their
, vile as are the collar-men of Maine. They
immoral are placedh T '
*' were opposed to the nomination of Col. John
irnment-, and others a
mmon decencies of lif?8^' i son for the Vice Presidency and appear de
ied there, we cannot
termined not to support huh, the coaxing and
^evadan equal degree
Later from Europe.—The packet ship Al
threatening of the kitchen cabinet to the con
morals, and that thP I
- find supporters6 “ft' trary notwithstanding, it is probable that bany, Capt. Hawkins, arrived at New York
we see a great and a • 5 P. P. Barbour will be run on the ticket with from Havre, on Sunday last, bryiging Paris
ieir intention to profit0““*/ Van Buren .in Virginia. The veteran editor dates to the 23d April. The packet ship Brit| annia, Capt. Waite, from Liverpool, also arriiTUption of mankind ami '
’XvirtU0,,i;'ndPat>Si of the Richmond Enquirer says, he “ will go ! ved on Sunday, with London dates to the
30th April, containing accounts from Paris to
■ the ----most. adroit,
thp r S for Mr. Van Buren as President, but not for the 28th of that month.
’ trie il)0st
Johnson
nost unscrupulous,
1 Richard M. *^
obnson as Vice President.”
The editor of the N. Y. American gives us
that every serious i,hp^ I The Petersburg Constellation, the editor ot the following information ; “ It must not be
er*1^0 hÎlin^1’-eVery t’ei vVvbich was a n»einber of the Baltimore Con disguised from our readers, that Mr. Living
i' rears its head*™0
venl‘on> speaks in strong terms against the ston—as we have from private but authentic
»VMri.
US. I nnmhiKttnn
zG
tnhnonn lHe
fr» ztor.|sirp«
nomination
of’ Johnson.
declares timt
that K«
he sources, the certain assurance—considers the
wery restraint, and breal 1
proviso in question, so nearly tantamount to a
L which religion, ‘J “ can never advocate the pretensions of Col. rejection of the indemnity, that he feels him
have created.
‘ ( Johnson to the Vice Presidency, or any other self bound by the spirit of his instructions, to
™stgoto destruction,unfe-i office.” It is stated in the Virginia Advocate return in the Constitution to the United States
take place. Honest’’
—which frigate therefore may be hourly look
¥• n.°- inan be b£
counte. ’ that “Mr. Woolfolk, one of the delegates ed for.”
from
Orange
County
to
the
Baltimore
Con

mlns pretensions, wh(( •
The same paper contains the following ex
lent!y sets at defiance t|’ ‘ vention, has returned home in great disgust tract of a letter from Paris, dated April 22.
restrictions of tat the proceedings, and on Court day, in a “The departure of Mr. Livingston for Ameri
» party allegiance iead 05 h ,
ca will doubtless occasion much speculation»
When had men combine public speech, denounced the whole affair, I can give you the positive assurance) how
neu to unite.”- Albany ' ,an^ charged directly a corrupt agreement be- ever, as received from M. de Broglie through
' i tween Messrs. Van Buren and Johnson. He my friend M. Jay and others, that Ministers
Amos Kendall hascommen.
tbe Pe°ple that he would not support the attach not the slightest importance to the
n!nnn'p faVOr Oi Mr’ Van I ticket uideas
... amendment of which you will hear so much.
unless instructed,
instructed, because
because he
he fdidTnot
They are, (said M. de Broglie) perfectly satis
as been fflsmtss!!
' believe it worthy of public confidence.”
fied with the explanations already given by
as been dismissed? and AnMr. Livingston, and they propose submitting
»pointed in his plaeT' ££
(From the London Times, April 27.)
T_
he New Hampshire Legislature was
The Constitutionnel says that the Minister
tnnvij 'tchcdckv'ill^Conn, »organizedI on the 3d inst. by the choice of an amicable note at Washington, inviting the
United
States
Government
to
confirm
these
-moved to make room fot ' 8
of Finance, fearful of the responsibility that
, a whole hog Van Burenite» Charles F. Gove as President, Ira Eastman explanations. It is simply to comply with he might otherwise incur, has resolved not
the
decision
of
the
Chambers
as
imposed
on
sas Clerk and Jlsa Fowler as Assistant Clerk,
to pay the first instalment of the American
them, and for the purpose of protecting them
these boots displace,
on the part of the Senate,—and by the choice, before the Chamber. Mr. Livingston, how indemnity Until the Chamber of Deputies
bastes face to face—
on the part of the House, of Charles G. Ath ever, takes a very different view of the case.” shall have declared sufficient the satisfaction
that may be offered. According to the Ga
mge the whole human race.” erton as Speaker, Charles Lane as Clerk and
The following extracts from the Courier zette de France preparations are making at the
and
Enquirer,
and
other
New
York
papers,
American Legation for the departure of Mr.
dy reminded of these lines
$rees& as i Assistant Clerk. In the embrace the only news of importance.
Livingston, Who, the same journal adds, is
following, in the Baltimore afternoon of Wednesday, a motion was made
Subsequently to the passage of the Indem said by persons belonging to the Embassy
sotne proceedings of i in the Senate, and carried, 7 to 4, “ to re-con- nity Bill an additional appropriation was asked
¡0 Convention .:■ Alex. Gai’ls’K[er the election of Ira A. Eastman as from the French Chamber by the Depart to look upon the amendment agreed to by
the Chamber of Deputies as a virtual nullifica
irred in the account of the 1 Clerk”—whereupon Asa Fowler (who was ment of Marine. It may mean nothing ex tion of the treaty.
shed in our paper of Satur- elected Assistant Clerk in the morning) was traordinary, still, under present circumstances,
we would not pass it by, without notice. We
sten to correct. It is there
SMALL POX.
pile from Virginia, after be- chosen Clerk, and on the succeeding morn find, too, that in the debate on the 17th April
Cases of this fearful disease have occurred
t, “challenged the whole ing Eastman was elected Assistant Clerk. on the Indemnity Bill, the following conver the present season, in different parts of the
rtal combat, if they tookob This is a manœuvre, we suspect, which has sation took place on the subject of the note country, and justly excited the alarm of the
i remarks.” It was a dele- few or no parallels in the annals of legisla presented by M. Serrurier td the Government community. Scarcely a week passes with
md not from Virginia, who tion. We doubt whether the business of immediately previous to his departure, and out the announcement of its appearance in
which it will be recollected gave such um country tovvns where there has been the least
lallenge, and who made the
he was called to order.” f legislation is ‘ done up’ so handsomely in brage to the President that he declined com reason for apprehending such a scourge.
We learn that this frightful disease has
any other quarter, as it is in Maine and New municating it to Congress. We have since
translated it from the French papers. At this
ncome.—A. New York pa- Hampshire. The majorities in the legisla juncture the remarks in relation to it, elicited broken out, and rages from Memphis to
ome of John Jacob Astor tive bodies of these States, of late years, have by the question put to the Duke de Broglie, Natchez, and thence to Natchitoches. Cases
have occurred in Framingham, Braintree,
fifty thousand dollars evewill be read with interest.
and Dorchester, Mass. A number of cases
ives every month one hun- been so filled with zeal for the ‘old hero,’ so
“
M.
Dubois
{de
la
Loire
Inferieure.)
—
Gen

have also recently appeared in Exeter, Kings
ve thousand dollars every i’€arnest t0 be considered thorough-going demtlemen, in a discussion which has recently
[>ur thousand dollars, anil ocrats, which name can only be obtained by taken place in Congress, Mr. Clay said that ton and vicinity, in N. H. and in Portland.
It is by no means strange that consternation
ds of one hundred and sev- I doing with all the might the work assigned by the letter sent by the French Minister, had
7 minute three dollars, and I Abe Kitchen, that they scarcely knew whether excited some angry feelings towards him on and anxiety are manifested, when so small a
part of the population, through the most culp
t five cents. He lays [lies]
the part of the Secretary of State, to whom it
ight. He rises in the mora they were on their heads or heels-—so that it is was addressed. The French Minister is now able negligence, are protected against its
ls been working for hi® not to be wondered at that the poor fellows returned, and mj^st have given an account frighful devastations.
The thousands of foreign emigrants, from
d ; and has made for him, (sometimes commit ludicrous blunders and to his government of what may have taken
,vaOviO,ui
OM.Uu»v»,u
infected vessels,
distribute
it in their »..«»u.ug
clothing
side his dish of coffee on even run butt against the Constitution and place on this occasion.
I to every section of the Union» Nothing short
, every morning, a neat and
0/1. the Duke de Broglie (with much anima- j of vaccination can arrest the progress, or save
Is of twelve hundred dol- i the Laws.
The whole number of votes for Governor, tion and emotion.) The Minister of France ;an individual brought within the sphere of
to the United States in withdrawing from ¡ls influence, from its certain action,
'
Med.1 Journal*
if extreme doubt, whether in New Hampshire, at the last election, ac thence by order of his Government, delivered
ounder, rises in the morn» cording to the report made to the two Hou a despatch, of which a draft had been sent
yphe Spanish Pirates.-^-NVo learn from
•yancy of limb and spirit, or ses in Convention on the 4th inst., was 40,900 him from home. This despatch, it appears,
st with a better appetite; •—of these William Badger (the Jackson can- did notsuit^the President of the United States, I Briggs’ Bulletin, that information was receiv.. ihas ibeen printed,
j
i.each ed
but ..
it .„..„
suitedj ....
us .; it
of on Monday evening, by the southern thail,
in quite moderate circum1 didate) received 25,767 ; Joseph Healey you can read it. If the Government of the concerning the fate of the pirates. De Soto
ng for a competency.]
Cenlinel. .(whig) 14,825 and there were 308 scattering. United States asks for explanations from us, has been further reprieved for sixty $ays, and
The annual message of the Governor was we shall know bow to answer it. (Very his wife is now in Washington, pleading with
the President for a full pardon. Mrs. De So
> Passage.—The new and communicated to the Legislature on the af good, very good, very good.)
Three ships ^hich arrived at Trieste from to is expected in this city soon after the 11th.
Lexington, Capt. Vander- ternoon of the 4th. The Governor suggests
Alexandria, brought letters which express the Execution will probably be done on the re
lay afternoon, in the short
ours andfifty-nine minutes that “few laws of general interest will require greatest alarm respecting the frightful in maining six Pirates to-morrow, between the
crease of the plague, not only in Alexandria
ringing papers from that attention the present session. Frequent al but in all parts of Egypt. At Alexandria the hours appointed by the Court—Transcript.
i, of yesterday morning, teration of laws of general utility,” he says number of deaths was from 200 to 210 daily.
The accomplished Miss Martineau, arrived
veral of whom breakfasted very correctly, “ where they have received
On the evening of the 2d April, there was lately at Nashville, arid took her departure
the highest terms of the
another explosion of Vesuvius. The shocks
iness of motion. That she judicial construction and their principles have were so violent that the five craters vanished the next day for New York, by the way of
ea boat, is the opinion of become known and well understood, without and were all united into one frightful abyss. Kentucky.
a rd.—JV. Y. Gazette.
some very prominent defect, is an evil of no Immense masses of rock were projected to a
A house and blacksmith’s shop, belonging
‘Small magnitude.”
vast height, and fell like a tremendous show to Mr. Lee Gilbert of Kirkland, Me., together
ys past, says the Quebec
er on the ribs of the mountain. At Torre
The trial of Hadley, Budd, Kelly and Pond, del Greco, and the environs, great fears were with the principal portion of their contorts,
imber of counterfeit Amer1
ive been put in circulation’ -on the> charge of being concerned in the de entertained ; but the explosion was of short were destroyed by fire on the night of the 31st
are far from being welleX- . struction of the Charlestown Convent, was duration ; and at one o’clock in the morning ult.
e easily detected on a close ‘
the mountain was quiet.
A Coining establishment was broken up,
larly from their wanting 1 concluded on the 5th inst. The case was sub
The Journal du Havre of the 25th says : in the vicinity of Bellville,-N. J. on Monday
a dollar or fifty cents,* » mitted to the jury at about three o’clock in
i the outer edges of the1 t the afternoon, and about six the Jury return “ Commodore Elliott, of the American frigate of last week. A large quantity of tools, press
the Constitution, arrived here this morning
ed a verdict of acquittal of the defendants. from Paris. It is believed that the Constitu es, counterfeit coins, &c., were discovered
—A salute of 50 guns was fired at Charles- tion will sail this evening, not to rally in the on the premises. The principal of the es
-In Berwick, on Monday'
Mediterranean the American squadron, which
lamed Andrew Grant and .town when this result was announced, and it had orders to join in case the indemnity tablishment and one of his accomplices were
s at work upon the road, the American Ensign was displayed in front should not be voted, but to return direct to arrested and committed to prison.
;ed in a scuffle, by which »of Bunker Hill Tavern, in that town, all the New-York.
The Legislatiire of Connecticut closed its
s life. The particulars of :next day.—There is only one case remaining
The London Globe of the evening of the
substantially as follows:
28th of April gives extracts from Paris papers session on Friday, 5th inst. An act suppress
’
—
that
of
Mr.
Thurston
—
which,
it
is
expected,
ral teams backed up under
of the 25th, and copies the following from one ing the circulation of bills under $5,ona
lose of being filled. Mr. vwill be withdrawn.
of them.
graduated scale, one dollar bills to cease on the
;y were stationed therefor
The affair of the American Indemnity bill, first day of January next, &c<, was passed
Three Grocers in Marblehead, Mass., have,
ing the carts, but by some’
always embarrassing as between the minis
or shovels were removed ' within a few days, voluntarily relinquished ters and the chamber, has now become, it is during the session.
Srant proposed to Stacy to the traffic in ardent spirits. They have done understood, an apple of discord in the cabinet
There are now building on the Damaris
ded to the proposition and nobly and their conduct is worthy of imita itself.; It is no longer a mystery that the vote
cotta
River) 5 ships, 8 brigs and 11 schoon
lid hold of each other and
tion. Grocers in many towns have tried the of mohey, coupled with the offensive condi ers. Total tonnage 4256. Total number of
own the bank. Stacy fell
tion appended to it by M. Valaze, of not ma
experiment of banishing ardent spirits from king any payment till satisfaction was made vessels 24. Of this number 20 will be built
heels of his oxen, when
med and started, carrying ■ their stores, and have found their business as by the President for the offensiveness of his
without the use of ardent spirits»
jody in a quartering line?
extensive and profitable as before, their con Message, has failed altogether of propitiating
across the stomach and
the
American
Ambassador,
who
openly
de

sciences easier and their lives pleasanter. In
HYMENEAL
the wheel grazed the
this village only two grocers sell ardent spir clares that, such a vote is more degrading
making the skin and makthan a flat refusal to pay at all—for one
MARRIED—In this town, on Thursday eve
its, viz:—the Collector of the Customs and would be a simple injustice, whilst the^ other ning
Mr. Stacy lived but ten
last, by Rev. Mr. Powers, Mr. Jabez
cident. After the wheel
the Post Master.
is an insult. M. Thiers blames, in 'unmeas Smith, to Miss Elizabeth, second daughter of
ling up as quick as a cat,
ured terms, the facility with which the Duke Mr. Elisha Chadbourne.
. He never spoke again,
A Jackson County Convention is to be held de Broglie suffered the amendment of M.
In Sabo, Mr. Eben Cousins of Hollis, to Miss
nan about forty-five years
at Alfred, on the 4th of next month—the Valaze to pass, and in these views he is sup Rachel Ridlon ofS.
In Portland, on Wednesday evening last, by
md several small children
members of the party in each town are re ported by M. Guizot. The Duke, on the oth the Rev. Mr. Vaille, William Goodenow, Esq.
called to lament bis loss.
er hand, hasM. Humann, the Finance Minis^quested, by the County Committee, to elect ter, who adheres to the letter of the amend Counsellor at Law, to Miss Eliza Quincy, daugh
th Berwick Republican.
three delegates to represent them in said meet ment, and refuses to part with a single sous ter of the late Jacob Quincy, Esq. all of Portland.
In Portsmouth, on Wednesday morning, 3d
until the required satisfaction be tendered. inst. in the Middle st. Baptist Church, by Rev.
peculation.—An extensive
ing.
The report of Mr. Livingston’s being about to
le has recently been disCrawford, Rev. Eli Noyes of Jefferson, Me.,
A Jackson Convention was held in Oxford leave Paris has been strengthened, and the Mr.
adjoining this city, near
to Miss Clementina B. Pierce, daughter of the
Senatorial district on Wednesday last, for the Havre paper affirms that he was expected at late Dr. N. 8. Pierce of Portsmouth. Mr. and
It is of a superior quality
omises to be very valua*
purpose of nominating Senators and County that port immediately. Com. Elliott, upon his Mrs. Noyes are soon to sail for India to join the
arrival, went straight on board the Constitu Orissa Mission in that country.
lerrill has left a speci- >
Treasurer.
tion frigate, and weighed for Cowes to take in
e, where it may be seen,
water, communication with the French shore
OBITUARY
that slate for the roofs of
The dwelling-house of Mrs. Yeaton, in
having been so strictly prohibited during his
tained from this quarry
DIED—In Shapleigh, Mr. Ezekiel Prescott,
New Gloucester, Me., was struck by light absence, that the crew did not dare to send a
i shingles can be made.
ning on Friday, 29th ult. The building was boat off’even for the necessary supply of fresh aged 52 years.
Penobscot Freeman.
In Kennebunk-port, Miss Jane Stone, aged
considerably shattered and set on fire, but the water. He was expected to return without 65 years ; Miss Betsey J. Mason, aged 24 years.
delay
and
take
the
Ambassador
on
board.
In Portland, on xVIonday last, Mrs. Mercy, wife
o’ham are about getting
flames were soon extinguished. One of the
Speculation is, of course, active in Paris as to
Reuben Morton, Esq.
mds for “ the purchase
inmates of the house was prostrated, by the the course which the President will take in of Near
Berlin, Prussia, Baron W.Van Hum
hich, we take it, will fur-’
shock, but no one was seriously injured.
this new and probably unlooked for state of boldt, the celebrated traveller, aged 67.
ice of their public

In Leeds, Kennebec Co., bn the 20th bit. Mr.
Isaac Boothby, son of Mr. John Boothby of Saco,
aged 61 years.

SHIP NEWS.
KENNEBUNK, JUKE 13, 1835.
ARRIVED.

PROBATE NOTICE
At a Court of Probate held at Saco, within and
for the County of York, on the first Monday
in June, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. WM. A*
HA YES, Judge of said Court :

ATHAN D. APPLETON & William

N

June 3—Sch. Moro, from Boston, sundry mer
Cutts, administrators of the estate of
chandise to sundry traders.
Richard Cutts, late of Berwick, in said coun
9—Sch. Ploughboy, do. do.
ty, esquire, deceased, having presented their
CLEARED.

June 8—Brig Horace, Foss, Havana.
SAILED.

June 10—Sch. Moro, Emery) Boston.
Brig Horace, Foss, Havana.
Sch. Osprey, Perkins, Boston.
MEMORANDA.

Saco, June 3.—Ar. schs. Ariadne, Siminohs,
Thomaston ; New Castle, Dennis, Gloucester ;
5th, sch. Packet, Hartley, Boston; 6th, schs.
Charles, Morrill, Newburyport ; Ant, Gray,
Boston; 8th, schs. Fame, Perry, Thqmaston ;
New York, Rowe, Sandy Bay ; Congress, Per
kins, Boston ; Angerona, Hill, do.; Friendship,
Moore, do. ; Betsey, Leavitt, do.; Messenger,
Hill, do.—Sailed, June 2d, schs. Charles, Mor
rill, Newburyport ; Adno, Murch, Boston ; ,5th,
schs. Maine, Smith, Boston ; Elizabeth, Leavitt,
do. ; Ariadne, Simmons, do.; 6th, schs. Messen
ger, Hill, Boston ; Mayflower, Emery, do. ; 7th,
sch. Hero, Rogers, Duxbury ; 9th, sch. Sarah,
Davis) Boston.
Adv. at New-Orleans, 21st ult. brig Rival?
Stone, Liverpool.
Ar. at Boston, 7th, schs. Packet, Blaisdell, and
Osprey, Perkins, hence.
Ar. at Havana, 24th ult. barque Com. Morris,
Perkins.

rpO THE EDITOR OF THE K^NNEJ- BUNK GAZETTE.—Sir—The sub
scribers having had occasion to spend a few
days at the Inn of Mr. N. MorrilL) in Wells,
beg leave, through the medium of your paper?
to recommend it to their friends and the pub
lic, in the most unqualified manner, as being
one of the best houses of entertainment in the
country.
JOSIAH QUINCY of New Hampshire?
A. L. WEBSTER
JOSEPH POWERS ”
”
CHARLES G. BELLAMY of Boston,
MOSES H. MzARSHALL of Gloucester.
DAVID SAVILLE
Wells, June 10, 1835. ______________

¿ebond account of administration of the estate
of said deceased, for allowance :
ORDERED—That the said administrators
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at Limerick, in said county? on the first
Monday in July next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be al
lowed.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.

June 6.
~STATE OF MAINE.
House of Representatives, ?
March 28, 1835. $
The Committee on Finance, to whom wa§
referred an Order instructing them “ to re
port an appropriation bill specifying as near
as may be, the different items of expenditure;
and classifying them in such order as is prop
er and usual in such cases; and that they
further Report to this House the ways and
means by which the Government shall be
supported the ensuing political year,” have
had the subject under consideration and Re
port, That on the 31st day of December 1834;
the resources and liabilities of the State were
as follows :—
LIABILITIES:
134,466 75
Funded Debt
5,804 85
Penobscot Indian Fund
2,907 01
Permanent School Fund
1,628 37
Annual School Fund, No. 1
23,710 38
” ”
” No. 2
314 51
Cumberland and Oxford Canal
Balance of Roll of Accounts, No. 15 196 31
1,100
00
Passamaquoddy Indian Fund
A

170,128 18
RESOURCES.
31,263 36
Notesand Bills Receivable
USSELL, ODfORNE & CO. are stere
Stock in Augusta, Maine and
otyping, and will soon publish in a
21,000 00
Bank
volume, corresponding in size and form Commercial
toTaxes uncollected
for the years
that of Six Months in a Convent?
316 93
1832, and 1833
“Supplement to Six Mpnihs in a Convent,” 1831,
49,944 47
Taxes
uncollected
for
1834
confirming the Narrative of Rebecca Theresa
19,286 ß5
Cash in the Treasury
Reed, by Roman Catholic authors, and by the
Notes, Bonds, Executions and
testimony of more than one hundred Wit
nesses, who have been personally examined Cash in the hands of the Land
Agent Dec. 31, 1834, exclusive df
or haVh given their statements in writing to interest)
164,405 90
the Committee ; with further explanations by
Miss Reed, of some of the facts in her “ Nar
Total *
286,217 01
rative?” which are denied in the Superior’s
Being a balance in favor of the State of
“ Answer
a critical examination ot the rel 116,688 dollars and 83 cents. Your comative credibility of the “ Narrative’’and the j mittee find that from the first day of January
“ Answer,” a true history of the Causes that 1835» to the seventeenth day of March 1835,’
led to ^he Convent Riot ; a vindication of our inclusive, 93,847 52-100 Acres of the Pub
Republican and Protestant Institutions a- lic Lands have been sold by the Land Agent
gainst the charges of Anarchy and Intole for 108,775 dollars and 82 cents, for which
rance, and an exposition of the gross decep he received notes amounting to 84,307 dollars
tion and subversive tendency in this country, and 95 cents and the balance 24,467 dollars
of Roman Catholic Cloister Education ; by and 87 cents, in cash, which added to the
the Committee of Publication. With an Ap above makes a balance in favor of the State
pendix of Documents, &c.
of 224,864 dollars and 65 cents.
lt ,rTis Education fatens the common mindj
Your comuiittee estimate the receipts of the
Just as the twig is bent the tree’s inclined.”
Treasury for the year 1835, as follows:
The publication of the above work has
Cash, balance from the year 1834,
been delayed, to wait the promised “ Docu
19,286 35
mentary Evidence” which the Lady Superior,
Taxes for the years 1831, 1832,
in her answer to Miss Reed? pledged herself 1833 and 1834,
50,261 40
to produce immediately. It is understood
Tax on Banks, for 1835,
26,000 00
that the design is abandoned» Should it not
On Notes and Bills receivable
have been, the Committee are desirous of in the hands of the Treasurer, ameeting all the evidence that can be produced mbunting to 31,263 46, estimated
to discredit the “ Narrative.” They are also receipts for 1835,
15,000 00
particularly desirous to obtain copies of the
2,000 00
Duty on Commissions
“ Novices’ Directory” and the genuine Rules
Dividends on Bank Stock
1,100 00
of St. Augustine, which were in use at the
On Loan under Resolve of Feb
Ursuline Convent.
ruary 24, 1834,
10,000 00
Boston, June 9, 1835.
On Requisition Loan of Febru
50,000 00
ary, 1835,
Tissue
Fancy Paper.
Permanent School Fund, trans
ARIOUS Colors of the above, for sale at ferred to current expenditures
2,907 01
the Bookstore of
D. REMICH.
Cash received by the Land AJune 8.
gent from Jan. 1st, 1835, to March
"BRIDGTON ACADEMY? ' 17, 1835, for sale of Public Lands, 24,467 87
On securities in the hands of the
THE Summer Term of this flourishing in Land Agent Dec. 31st, 1834, astitution will commence on Wednes mounting to 164,405 dollars and
day next, June 10. Tuition $2,00 ; Board 90 cents, estimated Receipts for
from-$1,00 to $1,50.
30,000 oa
1835,
June 6. .
On sales of Public Lands, after
March 17th, 1835)
20,000 00
STRAY HORSE.
AME into the inclosure of the subscriber
Total
251,022 63
on Monday last, a light bay Horse?
(light in a two fold sense,) supposed to be theYour committee further Report that the
remains of the oncesCelebrated Horse Prim sums nedessafy for the support of the Gov
rose. The owner is requested to prove prop ernment for the year 1835, as specified in the
appropriation Bill, herewith submitted, aerty, pav charges and take him away.
mount to the sum of 167,126 dollars and 51
JESSE KIMBALL.
cents, leaving a balance at the disposal of the
Lyman, June 11, 1835.
Government at.the close of the year 1835, of
83,896 dollars and 12 cents, which when re-,
SHERIFF’S SALE.
ILL be sold on execution, at Public ceived may be applied to the payment of
Auction, on Tuesday, the 16th day debts of the State agreeably to a Resolve au
a temporary Loan in behalf of the
of June instant) commencingal 9 o’clockthorizing
A.
M. at the Auction Room, near the Rev. Mr. State of February 1835, and the accompany-»
Wells’ meeting house in Kennebunk, a large ing Report.
There now remains of the Public Lands
lotof FOREIGN & DOMESTIC GOODS,
owned in this State, within its undisputed
CONSISTING OF
boundary, about three millions, two hundred
Broadcloths; Cassimeres; Sattinetts;
and fifty thousand acres, viz
55 townships
Camlets ; 500 yds. Calicoes ; Ginghams ;
Merinos & Circassians ; Silks; Silk Velvets ; located and belonging Wholly tò Maine, 20
townships located, and undivided, and lands
Laces ; Muslins ; Damask Table Cloths ;
unlocated and undivided, equal to about 162
Ribbons ;
Bleached & unbleached Shirtings & Sheet townships, making that part owned wholly
by this State, about equal to 146 townships
ings ;
Shawls & Hdkfs. ; Silk & Twist ; Buttons; or 3,250,000 acres, which your Committee
Crockery & Glass Ware ; Looking Glasses ; estimate to be worth one dollar per acre,
Hard Ware ; Hollow Ware ; Teas ; Pepper ; amounting to 3,250,000 dollars.
Having in view the rapidly increasing re-,
Pimento ; Copperas ; Alum ; Salt:
sources of the State, your Committee are of
Patent Balance ; Brass Balapce & Scale ;
Stove & Funnel ; Iron ; Sheet Lead ; Rosin ; opinion, that with proper care to select the
Sperm Oil; Oil Cannisters, &c. with many most legitimate objects of revenue, and with
other articles such as are usually found in a a faithful administration of the finances, the
time will soon arrive when a State Tax can
retail store.
be entirely dispensed with.
ALJiiX. WARREN, Jluctioneer.
All which is repectfully submitted.
Kennebunk, Jjune 6,1835.
DANIEL STEWARD, jr. Chairman.
MMEDIATELY after the above sale, will
STATE OF MAINE.
be offered many articles of Household
House of Representatives, ?
Furniture—-1 Secretary & Book Case ;
March 23d, 1835. $
5 High Post & French Bedsteads ;
Ordered, That the Report of the Commit
1 set Flag bottom Chairs ;
tee on Finance accompanying the appropri
2 doz. of other Chairs ;
Mahogany, Dining, Card and Pembroke Ta- ation bill, be published with the Laws or Re
solves of the present session, also, in all paperi
bles;
2 Bureaus ; with many articles of Crockery ; that publish the faws of the State.
Read and passed,
Pots & Kettles ; Shovel & Tongs ;
Sent dowh for concurrence,
Empty bbls. ; Firkins ; 1 Hand-cart ;
JONATHAN CILLEY, Speaker.
Wheelbarrows; Hoes ; Shovels ;
In Senate, March 23, 1835.
1 Cooking Stove, &<. &c.
Read and passed in concurrence,
A. WARREN, Auctioneer.
JOSIAH PIERCE, President
Kennebunk, June 6,1835.
SUPPLEMENT TO SIX MONTHS IN
A CONVENT.

B

V

C

W
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Total

JOSEPH CURTIS

NOTICE.
{ Afraid of it, cousin ? It will not hurt you.
AS just received and offers for saU
OTICE is hereby given, that the subscri
You will be all the better for a little tonic?
HE subscriber having contracted with
ber has been duly appointed adminis
the store formerly occupied byd
the town of York, to support Francis
‘ A little tonic might not hurt me, cousin
For the Gazette & Palladium.
tratrix
of
the
estate
of
A.
E. Symonds,) a good assortment of 1
Haynes,
for
the
year
ensuing,
hereby
gives
William, but I fear being tempted. I dis
ADAM STONE,
notice, that he has made suitable provision
trust
my
own
strength
of
character?
DRY
GOODS, GROCERY
Jepthat, one of the descendants of Israel, pos
late ot Kennebunk-port, in the County of
I have for him, and forbids all persons harboring or York, Merchant, deceased, and has taken up
‘ Pshaw 1 you are not serious !
sessed a valient disposition, consequently. the
trusting him on my account, as I shall pay
inhabitants of Gilead solicited him to become been drinking a little for several years?
on herself that trust by giving bonds as the
HARD WARBi
no bill for his support.
their Leader, promising, if his army was victori
‘
Why
do
you
drink
it?
’
I asked;
law directs. All persons having demarids a- Old Sable, Swedes, English & Sheet IRON'
JOSIAH THOMPSON.
ous, they would appoint hirn their “ Head. ” He
gainst said estate are requested to exhibit the Nail and Spike Rods ;
York, May 23, 1835.
acceded to their wishes, at the same time utter 1 your mind is naturally active, your conver
same, and all persons indebted to said estate Plough Plate ; Hoop Iron ;
ing asseverations to Jehovah, that if permitted to sation agreeable, you have no mental or bod
are called upon to make payment.
»
subdue his enemies, “ whatsoever cometh of the ily sufferings, you have a thousand rational
WTICE.
Swedes, Tub and Cast STEEL ;
MIRANDA STONE.
doors of his house” on his return, should be sac modes of enjoyment. If you will only look
ERSONS having unsettled accounts
Nails, &c. &c. &c. &c.
rificed to the Lord, as a “ Burnt offering.” Rash
April 1,1835.
with
the
subscriber,
are
requested
to
Also,—A good assortment of
JL.XXVI
man ! to utter so inconsiderate and hasty a vow, into your own feelings, you will find a cor
call and adjust them between this and the
Paints, Oils & Pye Stuffs
“13TAfE OF MAINE.
and indeed, far more unreflecting, to deem that morant settling there, whose constant cry is, 10th of June next.
JOHN FROST.
An additional Resolve relating to the Blind.
Wells, (Corner,) April 25, 1835.
promise obligatory. Perhaps his judgment be give, give?
May 29, 1835.
came perverted by a familiarity with the customs
RESOLVED, That a sum not exceeding
4 You are a sweet monitor, cousin Clar
of the Idolatrous nations around him ; and failing
Four Thousand Dollars be and the
BOOKS.
ORN for sale by
to inform himself of the revealed will of God, he issa. 1 believe I must take a little brandy
same is hereby appropriated out of the Treas
RUND’S Elements of Chemistry; ;
WILLIAM
LORD.
committed a gross and fatal error with regard to and water extra, if it is only to hear you
ri
ury of this State, to be expended by the Gov
Blake’s Astronomy ;
JOIE8
May. 30.
duty. Had conscience been enlightened, he scold so prettily !’
ernor, with the advice and consent of the Grund’s Natural Philosophy—a new edition
never would have considered the sacrifice of a
theMain-Sireet
i Oh, Ingols, do not, in mercy to yourself,
at their discretion, in defraying, in Smith’s Arithmetic—a new edition ;
Office
NOTICE.
' Council,
darling child acceptable to God. The unlawful
Lor the
whole or in part, the expense of placing and Smith’s Productive Grammar ;
ness of the vow would have rendered it violable, treat this subject lightly—-why society toler
dollars per a»111"
^TOTICE
is
hereby
given,
that
the
Coparteducating
at
the
New
England
Asylum
for
Tw plwtllbechagj
and if his motives were correct, his sin would ate its abuse I know not. I see already a
Academical Speaker ; Young Orator;
nership
between . the
11V1 01 i f p I heretofore existing
MCLITVVI1
llltJ tJtltlVLlllUli
lilt/ Blind, 111
education Ui
of the
in JJVblUIJj
Boston, UHJou
those Worcester’s School Dictionary ;
inten I
have extended no farther than its imperfection. look directed to that bottle when you enter -L\*
■ npa'i
't
rema Jisconli«uerf!
He was conscientious in its performance, but his the room which speaks an awkward con myself and Jonathan Hill, under the name of , indigent blind persons in this State, whose Putnam’s Series of Reading Books ;
paper
conscience was erroneous, and his criminality
JOHNSON & HILL, is dissolved from this names have been returned to the Office of
”
”
sciousness. You are always trying to hide || date by its own limitation, it being agreed the Secretary of State, agreeably to a Resolve Pierpont’s ”
list»«
deeply aggravated in not discovering it.
Child at Home; Young Christian ;
Ti
from
yourself
and
from
me
the
quantity
you
;
The battle’s dismal sound has ceased !
j when we formed the copartnership, that it I passed March 11th, 1834, or such part of Corner Stone ; Mother at Home.
any
A deathlike stillness reigns, for e’en
take. If you love my scolding, hear it plain-1i should be dissolved when either of the parties ’ them, as the Governor and Council may deem
fehar
A further supply of the above popltj
The victor’s voice is bushed. The warriors
ly. Your manly and graceful form will ’ thereto desired it, and I shall not hold myself proper to select as the most fit subjects for works this day received and for sale by
Steps are wending homeward ! While the
responsible
for
any
debts
contracted
by
said
said institution. Provided, however, That pri
soon lose its firmness, your fine eyes will
Bold chieftain of the Gilead band
D. REM1CB,
Is treading fast the pathway. ’Tjs
glow with the drunkard’s glassy inexpres Hill in the name of said firm after this date. or to the placing of any such blind- persons at
Kennebunk, March 16, 1835.
Now his eagle spirit seeks a rest
ISRAEL G. JOHNSON.
said institution, the Governor shall cause
»/»«
siveness, and your mind,
In his own aerie, and longs to catch
North Berwick/ Ma& 21,1835,
SHINGLES^
them to be examined by some skilful Surgeon
keslitgl»'"“
The pearly breathings of his quiet
“--------- where God has set his seal
ingi
M’.f1
or Surgeons, and if in the opinion ofsaidSurDwelling. Centre of all his hopes—
ood pine & spruce shingii
“To give tfie world the assurance of a man,”
Retreat ofjoy, of bliss—Treasure
^edn *©FiStirgeons, such persons can be re
TO
THE
PVBEIC.
for sale by
Of Treasured Wealth—A sacred dome!
be reduced to childishness, worse than child
USTICE to myself and the public de stored to sight by Medic d treatment or Sur
JAMES & ISAAC LORD,.
Lflmidfe in
But, list ! a gentle sound ! he starts !
Ville L days sincfe
ishness,
since
his
weakness
will
have
no
re

mands that 1 should contradict the gical operation, and if they, or thèlrpàftnu ’ Kennebunk, May 15.
A burning anguish steeps his wand’ring eye,
deeming innocence?
statements containedjn the above advertiseor guardians, shall be desirous that such treat
A Um, for*
Stretching its onward gaze, then darting lightning
Speed behind a veiled retreat. What means this
CH AISE FOR SALE.
ment. The copartnership heretofore existing ment or operation should be so applied, and
■your
‘
But,
Mrs.
Packard,
’
said
Ingols/
how
Lof visitingan!
Fearfuispell which thus enchains his steps ? He
Second- hand Chaise will be sold at afe
porf
many have drunk moderately, without inju at North Berwick, between Israel G. Johnson satisfactory evidence thereof be made known
Dreads the worst. For well, too well, he knows
[St.Jolin’s fi'’el
price, or exchanged fera good Wa^
to the Governor and Council, they may apply
and
Jonathan
Hill,
under
the
firm
of
Johnson
A daughter’s love. Yes. she, dear semblance, last
on
tl
ry !’
on application to
MILLER &. BALL
Lille. ltstar
fy
Hill,
is
not
dissolved,
—
Johnson cannot, ac a part of said sum as herein provided, to de
Surviving hope of his reft heart, will haste
Jack
‘And how many,’ I answered, 4 have
May 14,1835.
With buoyant step to greet his smile. His arms
cording to the articles of agreement at the fray the necessary charges for such Medical
letfel',“4“
fiftybeen destroyed, soul and body, while those fdrmation of the copartnership, withdraw his treatment or Surgical operations ; and such
Had cradled her, with all the deep toned
OUND
at
sea,
on
Tuesday
last,
Energies found in Maternal Love. Now,
icres,
moderate drinkers, favored perhaps by con name from the firm—and his caution, in ref other incidental expenses arising therefrom
Affection’s blasted, and the light of Life
four leagues from Kennebunk-poi^
won j is circubrr”(
stitutional advantages, have been unscathed. erence to the debts of the concern, is value as they may think proper.
Extinguished. Though silv’ry sounds float in the
WHERRY,
with
tour
Oarsand
a
plaice-spa
In
the
House
of
Representatives,
March
24,
Ambient air, and chant melodious
acre Ind rising ijkei
But they will not escape his eye, who watch less-and unworthy the attention oi the pub
on board, which the owner can have by p«
Strains, his ear is pained as tho’ sepulchral
1835, Read and passed.
lic.
to tli height of forty
es
motives
as
well
as
deeds.
He
who
is
ing property and paying charges, on apptf
Notes were scattered ’round him, precursors sad
J ONA. GILLEY, Speaker.
JONATHAN
HILL.
of th . mound cannot
strong enough to carry the unrighteous ban
Of winged joys—just raised to take Eternal
AMOS BRAGDON
In Senate, March 24, 1835, Read and Pass tion to
d feet from th
North Berwick, May 22, 1835.
Flight. Terrific view ! She burst upon his
Ininc
ner of the drunkard until death without fail
Kennebunk,
May
14,1835.
ed.
JOSIAH PIERCE, President.
Sight, and renders utt’rance vain. Long, long he
¡dwitb
trees ai
tove
ing, shall not permanently escape retribu
Folds her to Bis doting heart, and prints his
March 24,1835.—Approved.
hive oakwhici
Quiv’ring lip upon her hueless brow, thus caused,
larg
tion, though his weaker followers may be
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
By such strange meeting. At length, he cries,
HE subscribers, having contracted wn
“beat iful hawthorn ar
prostrated on the right and on the left. He
For the purpose of making the examina
“ Alas ! my daughter, thou hast brought me low.
MILLER
&
HALL
which are filfod
the town of Kennebunk-port, tosü|
leads, and that is his condemnation.
alh
Thy presence flings a shade of awful gloom !
AVE just received and are now opening tions contemplated by the preceding Resolve,
fee branches, an
port the Poor oÇsaid town the present
Valley of death’s deep shades, ye haunt my thoughts/!
from
‘ My dear cousin,’ said Ingols, 4 you take
‘
skilful
Surgeons
’
will
be
in
attendance,
at
their Spring Stock of Goods, which
jlioly air to il
Deep horror struck, my tortur’d mind reaps now
hereby
give
notice
that
they
have
madet;
this
place,
on
Tuesday,
the
23d
day
of
June
melt
this matter loo seriously. You make a bug
comprises a very general assortment of
Victorious toil. zt mbition .altar of
necessary provisions for their support. Tht
My dearest hopes—Grave of my loves. Perform
dead
bear of a trifle?
FRENCH, ENGLISH & DOMESTIC next—and all persons who are desirous of therefore forbid,all persons harboring ortnt
Lit seems that
availing themselves of the bounty of the State,
1 must. Spoken to God—'1'here’s no retreat.”
PIECE GOODS,
T
4 A trifle !’ I exclaimed, e call not this a
ing any of the paupers of said town, asife
Did Israel’s daughter unsubmissive turn ?
L for these ch
as
therein
provided,
are
requested
to
meet
at
to ni
trifle which rifles the soul and body of its together with an extensive stock of prime Stevens’ Hotel on that day, at 10 o’clock in are determined to pay no bill for their sir
Oh ! no, she bowed her head, and meekly
Groceries,
Hard
Ware
fy
Cutlery
;
Acquiesced, then cried, •' A willing victim,
thou
best gifts. If I could, I would go (not in
port.
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d
the forenoon. By order of the Executive.
Much loved father, do as thou hast said.”
N.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
abus I, destroyed, h<
the wildness of quixotism, but in the spirit which they offer for sale on the most reason
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Sec. of State.
Kennebunk, June 2, 1835.
able terms for good pay. Their stock of
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
riate by the jaU-con<
Augusta, May 15tb, 1835.
of him who drove the profaners from God’s Woollens is particularly good, being well se
About one
Wti(f., ADOUtuuc
temple) and destroy every implement, which lected and embracing almost every variety of
THERE IS A GOD.
LORD
CABOT.
moo
Has
been or
stands
like
that,
tempting
man
from
his
du

Where ia the mortal that will sa’y,
Broadcloths, from $2 to $6. Also, Cassimeres,
FWIHIS beautiful and fe
While looking o’er earth’s wide expanse— ty. They disgrace our homes, they deform Satinetts, Summer Cloths, &c. For particu
awa ¡by the constat
A ough bred young Bitt
That nature’s works are, day by day,
the |yer, and the li
our domestic beauty. I once had a friend lars their friends will please call and examine. ■g N all ages of the world a beautiful head of
Horse, is of an elegant^
Directed by the ways of chance ?
Kennebunk, May 6, 1835.
who i
young and lovely, such an one as your warm
JI hair has been considered the greatest or
Chesnut color, with a sit
How vain, how impious is the thought,
neat the water. C
heart would have cherished, and your fine
nament ever bestowed by nature upon the black main, tail and legs, both hind feet p
How blind, thus rashly to deny
NOTICE.
human frame, and indispensably necessary to tially white below the pastern joints. 1
mind
appreciated.
—
She
received
a
shock
the iter
i human ski
The works of him whose wisdom wrought
HE subscriber has taken a stand near the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very
from the early disappointment of her affec
alls! L from the lie(
The glories of the earth and sky !
the Mousam Factory, where he intends general complaint of young persons, that their was 6 years old m June last ; 15 hands h?!
with a great share of bone and muscle. I
tion, pined, sickened, and drooped like a
wan | who once gloi
carrying on the
a There is a God” the lights on high,
hair is falling off or becoming dry and un Grandsire was the unrivalled horse Amemci
be s |i projecting on
The clouds and storms and wind proclaim; withering flower.—Would to heaven she SADDLE & HARNESS BUSINESS, healthy ; this may be owing to the applica Eclipse, that was sold the last season, atll
The ocean rolling mightily,
had died in the unstained paleness of her in its various branches. He respectfully soli tion of improper and injurious oils, or to the
tion. nd supporting
age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stani
Speaks of its wondrous Author's name I
beauty ! Tonics were recommended, per cits a share of public patronage.
earl
entire neglect of the hair. Without proper in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the user
He continues also his old branch of business. attention, diseases of the hair will arise, which mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by il
haps they were right, and if given as medi
The ripling stream that glides along,
It' by M the bones
The breeze that murmurs in the afr ;
A. M. BRYANT.
cine, an(T nol taid open among the wants
are often found to occasion thinness, fall celebrated Morgan Horse. She wonWlp
pres Liion, notwill
Join in the universal song,
Kennebunk, May 9,1835.
ing off, and frequently total baldness. For a mile in two minutes and forty five second
and luxuries of life, all might have been
cent1 ¡ies which h
And tell to us that God is there
these evils and the necessary inconveniences and fifteen miles an hour, with ease ; and
deposited
well. Her health recovered, but gradually
wen ijere
i
NOTICE.
Mortal awake 1 and let thy tongue
attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil now valued high for a brood mare.
her sensual wants increased. I sicken as I
|i! several M
cing
HE
subscriber
having
contracted
with
Speak forth the joy inspiring theme,
will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be
LORD CABOT
remember the miserable subterfuges that
out Acuity. The
the town of Kennebunk, to support the fore offering this Oil to the public it had been Will be- at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco/
Nor silent be, when nature’s throng,
marred
her
fair
character,
first
chilling
the
Declare aloud a Maker's name !
mon d is formed i
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin present Season, ready to wait upon visim
confidence of friends, and then by open ex notice that he has made suitable provision ness and falling off of the hair and in every at the usual low price of Seven Dollaii
blufi which is comp
posures disgracing them. Her destruction for them at the Alms-House, and hereby instance its salutary effects have been realized to insure a fo-al. All Mares disposed of will
and jay, was excav
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
was rapid, checked but not subdued by re forbids all persons harboring or trusting any to admiration. It has never failed to produce in a year, will be charged as with foal.
ind [th, and over a
From the 44 Recollections of a Housekeep proaches, by sarcasms, by entreaties, by the of the Paupers of said town on my account, a new and beautiful growth on heads already
ise of the moon
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
the
er f by Mrs. Gilman of South Carolina. subduing eye of retreating friendship, by or on account of the town, as I shall pay no bald, and to check that falling off which so
Saco, March, 1835.
as then arrange
ies
bill for their support.
often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
the agonizing appeals of struggling con
We the undersigned having kn^wn b
covi ed over with a
AN INTERESTING LECTURE.
JAMES WARREN.
and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation^
science. She died a drunkard ! Her moth
pen inches thic
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
TO MY COUSIN WILLIAM.
render it healthy and produce a rapid and nounce him a first rate, thorough bred hots
er wept bitterer tears than should fall over
of b lies, covered w
beautiful
growth,
without
the
least
injury
to
It seems to me a dream, that I once clean a daughter’s grave ; her sister’s cheek kin
and well deserving the patronage of thepil
man k umil this i
the most delicate head ; nor does any falling lie:
TAKE NOTICE.
Rufus Banks,
sed and replenished a gin and brandy-case— dled with such blushes as a sister’s cheek
off*
follow
after
using
it.
That
loss
of
hair
surf];eof the natu
HE subscriber, having contracted with
S
tephen
L
ittlefield
,
“ swords are turned into plough shares, and should never know ; and her father, I trem
the overseers of the poor of the town which so often takes place after sickness may
mot d continues to
Jere. Millikin.
my spears into pruning hooks,” for there ble while I say it, cursed his first born child ?’
be easily prevented by using this celebrated
feftl feet above the
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
4m
April 4.
they stand pictures of innocence, converted
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